


SOUND ART IN SPAIN: Introductory notes. 
By José Iges

Allow me, at least in my role as curator of this 1st Spanish Sound Art Show 
(which I shall henceforth refer to by its Spanish initials: M.A.S.E.), to sketch a 
few paragraphs by way of a preamble to the present publication and, first and 
foremost, as a justification for it. The various texts gathered in it, rather than 
dealing with the different aspects of Sound Art in Spain in monographic fashion, 
describe wide spirals around names, themes, genres and tendencies. After the 
expert work on the avant-gardes by Miguel Molina, yet another accomplished 
professor in these matters treats us with an illuminating text that outlines all the 
relevant elements about them and their main actors by way of a backbone, with 
the exception, perhaps, of sound installations, which are dealt with by professor 
Mikel Arce, and Radio Art, a theme that I personally assume in my triple 
condition of theoretician, producer-curator and practising artist. As regards 
sound poetry, we wished to present it by means of the transcription of the 
encounter-round table held in Lucena by Fernando Millán, Bartolomé Ferrando 
and Xavier Sabater. 

To declare this 1st M.A.S.E. devoid of claims would be an offence against the 
truth. However, that these claims should slide into pretentiousness seems 
unlikely if we bear in mind the varied limitations that have circumscribed it. We 
have endeavoured to take, through this edition of Sensxperiment, a sample of a 
very vast and complex territory, impossible to contain within the boundaries 
established. However, the works on display, documentation, open discussion 
sessions, concerts, performances, lectures and, naturally, the works featured in 
the web  page enabled for this purpose (mase.es), result in an artistic corpus 
which is impossible to belittle or ignore without incurring discredit on doing so. 
And in this sense, the present publication should serve –together with the web 
page- as a stable umbrella for this whole ensemble of works and authors 
(although by no means be established as a white paper on those artistic 
manifestations in Spain). The collection of that corpus is not finished with the 
present review –although, in this case, rather than talking about reviewing we 
should talk about revisiting-, and as an example of this we refer to the already 
mentioned web  page, which will progressively incorporate all those works that 
conform with its intentions and aims in the form of a list. In other words: in the 
coming years the M.A.S.E. list will continue to function as an updatable, active 
database at modisti.com and, in this regard, we do have the intention of 
transforming it into an international reference on these matters. 

Sound Art: An art characterized by the evolution of technology 

Which are the genres or subjects that constitute the Sound Art of Spanish 
authors? And, before addressing that question we should perhaps deal with 
that other one, which proves to be more urgent at this stage: what is sound art? 

ARTE SONORO EN ESPAÑA: Notas introductorias. 
José Iges.

Permítaseme, siquiera en mi condición de comisario de esta I Muestra de Arte 
Sonoro Español (a la que en lo que sigue me referiré por sus siglas: M.A.S.E.), 
que esboce algunos párrafos como preámbulo de la presente publicación y, en 
primer lugar, como justificación de la misma. En ella se agrupan textos que, más 
que monográficamente, abordan distintos aspectos del Arte Sonoro en España 
describiendo amplias espirales en torno a nombres, temas, géneros y 
tendencias. Desde el trabajo experto en las vanguardias de Miguel Molina, otro 
gran profesor de estas materias en nuestro país, José Antonio Sarmiento, nos 
regala un luminoso texto que vertebra todo lo que de las mismas y sus 
protagonistas principales pudiera decirse en lineas generales, salvo quizá de la 
instalación sonora, cubierta por el prof. Mikel Arce,  y del arte radiofónico, 
temática que asumo personalmente en mi triple condición de teórico, productor-
comisario y  artista practicante. En cuanto a la poesía sonora, hemos querido 
representarla por una transcripción del encuentro-mesa redonda celebrado en 
Lucena entre Fernando Millán, Bartolomé Ferrando y Xavier Sabater. 

Decir que esta I M.A.S.E. carece de pretensiones sería faltar a la verdad. Que 
las mismas resbalen hasta caer en la pretenciosidad no parece muy probable, 
habida cuenta las variadas limitaciones que la han acotado. Hemos tratado de 
hacer desde esta 8ª edición de Sensxperiment una cala en un territorio vasto y 
complejo, imposible de contener en los márgenes en ella marcados, si bien las 
obras en exhibición, la documentación, las sesiones abiertas de debate, los 
conciertos, performances, conferencias y, por supuesto, las obras contenidas en 
la página web  habilitada a tal fin (mase.es), arrojan como resultado un "corpus" 
artístico que no es posible ningunear ni arrinconar sin descrédito para quien lo 
haga. Y en ese sentido, la presente publicación debería servir –junto a la página 
web- como contenedor estable de todo ese conjunto de obras y autores (aunque 
de ninguna manera constituirse en "libro blanco" de esas manifestaciones 
artísticas en España). Ese "corpus" no se cierra con la presente revisión -aunque 
más que de revisar se trata aquí de revisitar-, y como buen ejemplo ponemos 
nuestra ya citada página web, que irá incorporando como lista todas aquellas 
obras que se ajusten a las intenciones y objetivos de la misma. Dicho con otras 
palabras: la lista M.A.S.E. continuará en modisti.com sirviendo como base de 
datos activa y actualizable durante los próximos años, y en eso sí tenemos la 
pretensión de que se convierta en referencia internacional en dichas materias.

Arte Sonoro: un arte marcado por la evolución tecnológica

¿Cuáles son esas materias o géneros que conforman el Arte Sonoro de autores 
españoles? Y, antes de responder a esa pregunta quizá debiéramos hacerlo a 
otra más apremiante a estas alturas: ¿qué es el Arte Sonoro?



Sound art is an artistic category that came into existence along with the 20th 
century, although it wasnʼt formulated as such until well into its second half. It is 
the art of the “sound age”, that is to say, of that era in which the acoustic 
environment began to be aesthetically appreciated. The Italian Futurists –as later 
the Russian Futurists and the Dadaists after them- were true visionaries when it 
came to granting an aesthetic status to noise, to aperiodical sound. And special 
emphasis was placed on the aesthetization of noises coming from machines: the 
poetry of the locomotive and the combustion engine among others. But a status 
that was also extended to the speed derived from these tools, not to mention from 
such an implement as the phonograph or a medium as radio. At a later stage, and 
leaning on that broadening of aesthetics, emerged new works stemming from the 
possibilities provided in the late 40s of the last century by the use of electronics in 
the recording and manipulation of sound, and which were already materializing in 
laboratories and “schools” -both in Europe and the USA- throughout the 50s. 
Among the major breakthroughs let us recall the Musique Concrète Studio 
founded by Pierre Schaeffer at the ORTF in Paris -a “Club  dʼEssai” that would 
provide both a name and headquarters for “musique concrète” in 1948-, or the 
Electronic Music Studio appeared in 1951 and directed by Herbert Eimert at the 
WDR radio station in Koln, where authors such as Stockhausen or Pousseur used 
to work, or the RAI Phonology Studio in Milan, founded by Luciano Berio and 
Bruno Maderna in 1955 and where, among others, worked Luigi Nono. 
Developments which, let it be said, arrived with some tardiness to the autarchic 
Spain of those years, and that only through the desarrollismo drive of the 60s saw 
to the birth of the first laboratory of electronic music, ALEA, founded by Luis de 
Pablo at mid-decade.

Let us point out the appearance in the United States of the first tape recorder in 
1950. In 1955 the first synthesizer, designed by RCA engineers at Princeton, was 
on show. However, it was the arrival of the “transfer resistor” or transistor in the 
mid-60s what revolutionized audio electronics. However, as they were introduced 
in the public domain, their usage on an industrial level did not only affect the 
manufacture of amplifying or sound processing equipment but also that of 
portable radio receivers. Thus, in 1965 North American Robert Moog launched the 
first “integrated” sound synthesizer in a, so to speak, small format. Later on, more 
expedient synthesizers with a greater suitability for experimental sound synthesis 
would appear, such as British models AKS and Synthi 100. 

In parallel to that route of analogical sound begins the gestation of digital sound. 
In 1957, American researcher Max Matthews successfully demonstrated at the 
Bell Laboratories in New Jersey the possibility of generating sounds with a 
computer. On those very premises, French physicist and composer Jean Claude 
Risset used in 1965 a computer program written by Matthews to digitalize the 
sounds of a trumpet into an IBM computer. Between 1975 and 1982, as had 
occurred in the transistor era, microprocessors helped to bring about the 
“personal computer” revolution. New brands, such as Atari or, mainly, Apple, 
launched personal computers increasingly more suitable for synthesizing, 
controlling, mixing and editing digital sound. 

El arte sonoro es una categoría artística que surge con el siglo XX, aunque como 
tal no se formula hasta bien entrada su segunda mitad. Es el arte de la “era del 
sonido”, es decir, de aquella en la cual se comienza a valorar estéticamente el 
entorno acústico. Los Futuristas italianos –después los rusos y luego Dada- serían 
visionarios a la hora de otorgar un estatuto estético al ruido, al sonido aperiódico. 
Y con especial énfasis a la estetificación de los ruidos provenientes de las 
máquinas: la poesía de la locomotora y del motor de explosión entre ellas. Pero 
también la velocidad derivada de esas herramientas, por no hablar de una 
herramienta como el fonógrafo o un medio como la radio. En un estadio posterior, 
y apoyándose en esa apertura estética, llegan trabajos que surgen de las 
posibilidades que la electrónica aplicada al registro y manipulación del sonido 
aportan a finales de los años 40 del pasado siglo, y que se plasman ya en los 50 
en laboratorios y “escuelas” tantos en Europa como en Estados Unidos. 
Recordemos como hitos clave el Estudio de Música Concreta fundado por Pierre 
Schaeffer en París, en la ORTF, un “Club  dʼEssai” que daría nombre y sede a la 
“musique concrète”  en 1948, o el Estudio de Música Electrónica surgido en 1951 y 
dirigido por Herbert Eimert en la emisora WDR de Colonia, en donde trabajan 
autores como Stockhausen o Pousseur, o el  Studio de Fonología de la RAI en 
Milán, fundado por Luciano Berio y Bruno Maderna en 1955, y en el que trabaja, 
entre otros, Luigi Nono. Realidades que, dicho sea de paso, llegan algo 
tardíamente a la España autárquica de la época, y que sólo con el empuje 
desarrollista de los 60 alcanza al nacimiento del primer laboratorio de música 
electrónica, ALEA, fundado y dirigido por Luis de Pablo a mediados de esa 
década.

Señalemos la aparición en Estados Unidos, en 1950, del primer magnetófono. En 
1955 se muestra el primer sintetizador, diseñado por los ingenieros de RCA en 
Princeton, aunque es la llegada del "transfer resistor" o transistor a mediados de 
los 60 lo que revoluciona la electrónica de audio y, como es de dominio público, no 
sólo la fabricación de equipos de amplificación o tratamiento del sonido sino la de 
receptores de radio portátiles se ven afectadas con su lanzamiento a escala 
industrial. Es así como en 1965 el estadounidense Robert Moog lanza el primer 
sintetizador de sonidos "integrado", por así decir, como un instrumento de 
reducidas dimensiones. Posteriormente aparecerían sintetizadores más 
convenientes para la síntesis sonora más experimental, como los modelos 
británicos AKS y Synthi 100.

Junto a esa vía del sonido analógico va comenzando a gestarse la del sonido 
digital. En 1957, el investigador estadounidense Max Matthews demuestra con 
éxito, en los Bell Laboratories de New Jersey, la posibilidad de generar sonidos 
desde un ordenador. En 1965, en dichas instalaciones, el físico y compositor 
francés Jean Claude Risset emplea un programa informático de Matthews para 
digitalizar los sonidos de una trompeta en un ordenador IBM. Entre 1975 y 1982, 
los microprocesadores -como en su día sucediera con los transistores- alumbran la 
revolución del "ordenador personal" o PC. Nuevos grupos lanzan ordenadores 
personales cada vez más adecuados para la síntesis, control, mezcla y edición 
sonora digital, como Atari o, fundamentalmente, Apple.



In our country those evolutionary steps took place thanks to the birth of private 
laboratory PHONOS in 1975, at a time when ALEA was petering out, and the 
meetings by the Art and IT Seminar began, which were to last until 1981. The 
ACTUM group  also created a small laboratory in Valencia; in 1983 the GME 
emerged in Cuenca –which is nowadays all but dismantled and devoid of activity-; 
as did the LIEM, subject to the Centre for the Diffusion of Contemporary Music 
(CDMC), in 1987. And naturally throughout the 90s, thanks to the lowering of 
hardware prices and the development of various software, the unstoppable take 
off of the digital as a means to record, store, manipulate and edit audio took place, 
which allowed authors to emancipate themselves from the private and public 
production facilities. 

This trend allowed an exponential growth of the number of works and artists; the 
fact is that Sound Art not only originated through an aesthetization of aperiodic 
sound or noise but also developed thanks to the evolution of audio technology 
itself. And not just of audio technology, but electronic technology as a whole. In 
this sense it is important to remember the relevance of so many other control, 
detection and data transmission devices for such genres as sound installation or 
radio art. 

Genres and mediums

The genres that have availed themselves of the various artistic formulations of 
sound have mainly been sound poetry, installations and sound sculpture, 
performance and radio art. In this context we will take the liberty of defining 
installations as a genre in its own right and not as a medium or, alternatively, as a 
strategy in which, setting off from the evolution of three-dimensionality -as artist 
Concha Jerez indicates- “the axes in relation to which matter is organized are no 
longer exclusively internal to the work of art but also external to it, for one of them 
is connected to space whereas the other coincides with the purely constructive 
axis of the elements comprising the installation”. At this stage, it would be worth 
indicating that it is possible to find in the pages of this publication authoritative 
articles that deal with the above mentioned genres, as well as a typology of works 
that lie in between genres and mediums –radio art, digital medium, sound 
installation- as is the case of soundscapes, to which such an expert as José Luis 
Carles devotes his contribution. 

We should also indicate that generally in performance, exceptions aside, the use 
of organized sound has played a subsidiary role to that of the action itself. 
Similarly, we will not stop  to consider the vast audiovisual universe, where in 
general audio plays a clearly dependent role in relation to the moving image 
(indeed, there are highly honourable exceptions, even among Spanish authors, of 
which we will indicate the video works by Eduardo Polonio together with such 
video artists as Carles Pujol or Eugeni Bonet, or the more recent ones by Adolfo 
Núñez and Carlos Urbina, not to mention the active role played by video or the 
relevance of its live processing in such intermedia concerts as “Vox Vocis” –Jerez/
Iges/López- or “La Ciudad” –Iges-, or in J.M. Berenguerʼs “On Nothing”). 

En nuestro país se viven esos pasos evolutivos con el nacimiento en 1975 del 
Laboratorio privado PHONOS, en unos años en los que ALEA va tocando a su fin, 
y en los que comienzan en Madrid las reuniones del Seminario de Arte e 
Informática, que desaparece en 1981. El grupo ACTUM crea también un pequeño 
laboratorio en Valencia, en 1983 surge el GME en Cuenca –que en estos 
momentos está prácticamente desmantelado y sin actividad- y en 1987 el LIEM, 
dependiente del Centro para la Difusión de la Música Contemporánea. Y 
naturalmente a lo largo de los 90 se produce imparable, con el abaratamiento del 
hardware y el desarrollo de distinto software, el despegue de lo digital como vía de 
registro, almacenamiento, manipulación y edición del audio, lo que permite al autor 
independizarse de los centros de producción públicos y privados. 
Esa tendencia permitirá un crecimiento exponencial de obras y artistas, y es que el 
arte sonoro no solo ha sido originado por una artistificación del sonido aperiódico o 
ruido, sino que ha evolucionado gracias a la propia evolución de la tecnología de 
audio. Y no solo de ella, sino en general de la tecnología electrónica en su 
conjunto, y en ese sentido conviene recordar la importancia de tantos otros 
equipos de control, detección y transmision de datos en géneros como la 
instalación sonora o el arte radiofónico. 

Géneros y soportes.

Los géneros que han acogido las distintas formulaciones artísticas del sonido han 
sido fundamentalmente la poesía sonora, la instalación y la escultura sonora, la 
performance y el arte radiofónico. Y en este caso nos permitimos definir la 
instalación como un género en sí mismo y no como un soporte, o si se quiere 
como una estrategia en la cual, partiendo de la evolución de la tridimensionalidad, 
como señala la artista Concha Jerez “los ejes respecto a los cuales se organiza la 
materia no son ya exclusívamente internos a la obra sino también exteriores a ella, 
pues uno está vinculado al espacio mientras el otro coincide con el meramente 
constructivo de los elementos que conforman la instalación”. Llegados a este 
punto, conviene recordar que en las páginas de la presente publicación se 
encuentran autorizados artículos que afrontan esos géneros mencionados, e 
incluso una tipología de trabajos que se han movido en un plano entre géneros y 
soportes - arte radiofónico, soporte digital, instalación sonora- como son los 
paisajes sonoros, a los que dedica su contribución un experto y autor como es 
José Luis Carles. 
Señalemos por otra parte que en la performance por lo general, y salvo 
excepciones, el empleo del sonido organizado ha sido subsidiario de la misma 
acción, de igual manera que no nos detenemos a considerar aquí el rico universo 
audiovisual, en donde el audio desarrolla un papel netamente dependiente en 
general respecto de la imagen en movimiento (ciertamente, hay también en ello 
excepciones muy honrosas, incluso entre los autores españoles, y citemos entre 
ellas los trabajos en video de Eduardo Polonio con artistas video como Carles 
Pujol o Eugeni Bonet, así como los más recientes de Adolfo Núñez y Carlos 
Urbina, por no señalar la presencia activa del video y/o su procesado en vivo en 
conciertos intermedia como “Vox Vocis” –Jerez/Iges/López- o “La Ciudad” –Iges-, 
así como en “on nothing”, de J. M. Berenguer )



Anyhow, the necessity to differentiate “genre” from “medium” remains as an 
unavoidable move in the face of the richness and variety of all these works. In this 
sense, and we mention this as an example of our approach, we will consider the 
concert medium and the installation genre. This happens so due to a practice, 
which is as arguable as well-established, that would be based on the fact that, 
while the concert is a socially accepted term to designate a reunion of interpreters 
seeking a collective action, installations involve, to begin with –as we have 
already argued-, the assumption of more strict and specific aesthetic vectors, 
such as the fact that the work is to be carried out in an interior or exterior, public or 
private space. On the other hand, the term concert in turn suggests a clear 
conceptual vagueness, for it can be used to refer to an improvisation, an event 
featuring Djs or to symphonic, chamber, jazz or pop  music, each of which genres 
has its own well-defined characteristics and socio-aesthetic evaluations. A similar 
contention would apply to CDs or DVDs as sound art formats, although the fact is 
that in this particular case –and possibly along the lines of what was mentioned 
earlier in relation to the influence of technology– there are works that have been 
exclusively created with a disc format -LP and later CD or DVD, and nowadays 
the various audio formats for the web-, in mind. In those cases, and to make 
things slightly more complicated, the choice of format conditions and defines the 
work as much as installations are conditioned by the dialogue with spaces: they 
are the container (format) of the installation just as discs are the container for 
sound works, although neither the space nor the disc are the work. 

 
Criteria for the Organization of Materials

In addition to the above there is –we wonʼt conceal it- the evident difficulty of 
telling the difference between what is, for example, electroacoustic music and 
what sound art, something which also occurs in the case of radio art, installations 
or sound poetry. Beyond a formulation that would be both historicist and dated, 
limiting the use of the term “sound art”  to that created by visual artists in particular, 
or by “non-musicians” in general, we can at most aspire to establish the fact that 
there are different ways of organizing sound in time and space and also that some 
of those ways are musical and others arenʼt. In other words, music has a different 
set of criteria and intentions than those displayed by sound poetry, installations or 
radio art in relation to the organization of sound materials. However, the truth is, 
as becomes obvious when we analyze the works from this last group –and I refer 
the reader to my 1997 Doctoral Thesis on the subject-, we find the vast majority of 
those works fluctuating between the musical and non-musical, no matter whether 
we put it down to a narrative-literary or poetical influence. And, moving on to 
installations and performances, we should bear in mind scenic, visual or spatial 
criteria. Therefore, sound art is a clearly hybrid art form, and thus it shouldnʼt 
come as a surprise that the Spanish authors who have practiced it (among whom 
I count myself) since the beginning come from literary, technological, musical or 
visual backgrounds or from fields situated “between chairs”, such as experimental 
poetry, action art or intermedia practices. Of all the above the following pages 
should provide more than ample reference.

De todos modos, la necesidad de diferenciar “género” de “soporte” subsiste como 
un paso inexcusable ante la riqueza y variedad de todas estas obras. En este 
sentido, y como ejemplo de nuestro proceder lo mencionamos, consideramos 
soporte el concierto, y género la instalación. Ello es así por una práctica tan 
discutible como asumida, que se basaría en el hecho de que, mientras el concierto 
es una voz socialmente admitida para designar una reunión de intérpretes que 
persiguen una acción colectiva, la instalación comporta de entrada –como ya se ha 
argumentado- el asumir unos vectores estéticos más estrictos y específicos, sea la 
obra realizada en un espacio cerrado o exterior, público o privado. En cambio y por 
su parte, el término concierto plantea una clara vaguedad conceptual, dado que 
con él podemos tanto designar una improvisación, un evento con DJʼs, música 
sinfónica, de cámara, jazz o pop, géneros cada uno con sus propias 
características y con valoraciones socio-estéticas bien definidas. Otro tanto cabría 
decir del CD o el DVD como soportes de arte sonoro, si bien es cierto en este caso 
concreto que hay obras que han nacido, posíblemente al socaire de lo ya dicho en 
párrafos precedentes respecto de la influencia de lo tecnológico, exclusívamente 
para soporte disco –LP y luego CD o DVD-, y actualmente para la web  en sus 
diversos formatos de audio. En esos casos, y para complicar algo más las cosas, 
el uso del soporte condiciona y define a la obra tanto como una instalación 
necesita del diálogo con un espacio: éste es el contenedor (soporte) de la 
instalación lo mismo que el disco lo es de la obra sonora, pero ni el espacio ni el 
disco son la obra. 

Criterios de organización del material

Y junto a todo lo dicho, está –y no lo ocultamos- la dificultad evidente de 
diferenciar en tantas ocasiones lo que es, por ejemplo, música electroacústica de 
lo que es arte sonoro, tanto en el arte radiofónico como en la instalación o la 
poesía sonora. A lo más que puede llegarse, más allá de una formulación tan 
historicista como superada que delimitaría el empleo del tèrmino “arte sonoro” al 
realizado por artistas visuales en particular, o “no músicos” en general, es a que 
hay diferentes maneras de organizar el sonido en el tiempo y en el espacio. Y a 
que algunas de ellas son musicales y otras no. O lo que es lo mismo: que la 
música tiene unos criterios e intenciones diferentes de los exhibidos en la poesía 
sonora, la instalación o el arte radiofónico a la hora de organizar el material 
sonoro. Aunque en realidad, como resulta evidente al analizar las obras de este 
último apartado –y remito a mi Tesis Doctoral sobre el tema, fechada en 1997- nos 
encontramos que la mayor parte de ellas basculan entre lo musical y lo no-
musical, llámese a ello influencia narrativo-literaria o poética. Y yéndonos a las 
instalaciones o las performances, habríamos de tener en cuenta criterios 
escénicos, plásticos, espaciales. Es, pues, el arte sonoro un arte claramente 
híbrido, y no puede extrañar por tanto que los autores que en España lo han/
hemos venido representando desde sus comienzos hayan/hayamos pertenecido al 
mundo literario, al tecnológico, al musical, al arte visual o a campos situados “entre 
sillas” como la poesía experimental, el arte de acción o las prácticas intermedia. 
De todo ello tendrán cumplida referencia en las páginas que siguen.
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ECHOES OF SOUND ART IN SPANISH HISTORICAL AVANT-GARDE  
(1909-1945) 
Miguel Molina 
 

 Practice always precedes theory, or otherwise Sound Art history would have begun 
some thirty or forty years ago at most (1) and this text would be pointless. A similar case is 
that of the performance, a relatively recent word that has nevertheless comprised the whole 
of action art, independently of the fact that certain artists from the past might or mightnʼt 
have been aware of it and would currently be surprised to see that their work has become a 
performance and not the avant-garde soirée or synthetic theatre they thought they were 
doing. Searching for the forerunners of a present practice is like 

entering a time tunnel; in an eternal present who would dare question that cave paintings 
were in fact a predecessor of multimedia practices? In the cave, as in the computer, all the 
media simultaneously came together: image, graph, sound, movement and other ones which 
escape us. Nevertheless, we cannot mistake them; concepts are historical, and many are 
the things have changed and cause us to find their connections and divergences. The case 
of the subject we are dealing with, that of Spanish Sound Art, is pretty much the same: its 
current definition and practice causes us to discover and redefine possible previous 
instances of experimental sound creation, which we hadnʼt paid specific attention to, but that 
come to look like forerunners of contemporary practices and could very well join the group 
that comes under the broad umbrella of Sound Art (Radio art, sound installations, sound 
sculpture, aural-visual poetry, sound actions, etc) when looked at from a different (and, we 
must confess, biased) way of seeing and listening. 

 The first difficulty we come across is of an ontological nature: has there truly existed a 
Spanish avant-garde? Nobody would feel uncertain of the existence of Spanish avant-garde 
artists of key importance in the international panorama, but that is not the same as an 
autochthonous avant-garde, with a doctrine and joint action plan by artists that aspire to a 
complete and differentiating artistic-social transformation, an essential feature to the 
formation of every avant-garde movement. This is why the Spanish 20th century avant-
garde will have a marginal role in relation to European artistic movements (unlike its 
prominence in the 16th and 17th centuries), due to the ostracism of both Spanish politics 
and society of that period, hardly inclined to changes that signified a modern spirit. 
Notwithstanding, that didnʼt prevent the emergence in this country of some movements 
characteristic of the avant-garde (Ultraism and Postism) nor, specially, the active 
participation of artists and writers who migrated to other countries in the European avant-
garde movements (Picasso, Dalí, Buñuel, Miró, among others). It is within this panorama, 
among Spanish groups and authors, and their work developed both inside and outside the 
Spanish territory, that we shall glean those possible forerunners of Spanish Sound Art.  

 

Ramonism: From the “undulated greguerías” to  the “suicide of a piano” 

Ramonism, a one-man avant-garde movement?, or should we rather say a persona made of 
multiple -isms and embodied in Ramón Gómez de la Serna [see image no. 1]. It has always 
been difficult to establish a key date for the start of Spanish avant-garde, but one of the 
possible candidates would be April 1909, when F.T. Marinettiʼs “Futurist Manifesto” was 



translated and published by Ramón Gómez in the sixth issue of Prometeo magazine 
scarcely two months after it appeared in Le Figaro. However, this didnʼt imply an 
unconditional adhesion to the tenets of Futurist, as evidenced by the inclusion of an article 

immediately after the above-mentioned translation in which the anonymous author (Ramón) 
ironically claims the paternity of Futurism for Spain –and not quite that of Gabriel Alomar- but 
rather in relation to the fact that “what he [Marinetti] says about The Victory of Samothrace, 
we had already said not of an automobile, but of a razor”. Nevertheless, his translation can 
be seen as a realization of the need for renewal, a “long live the new” shouted a thousand 
times as in Ramónʼs visual poem included in the prologue to his book Isms (1931).  

In the work of Ramón Gómez de la Serna we find multiple precedents of what we now refer 
to as Sound Art; in spite of not being a musician nor visual artist (although he was indeed an 
accomplished draughtsman and his home a true artistic installation), his job as a writer and 
his professional contact with the new media, such as radio, makes it possible for us to find 
both sound imagery and radio art experiences in his writing and radio work, which anticipate 
proposals that would develop during the second half of the 20th century.  

With regard to his work in radio, two different features could be emphasized in relation to 
their contribution to radio art; one of them as a radio reporter for Unión Radio and another in 
connection with the sonic visions emerged from his writings for the radio magazine Ondas. 
As a reporter he should be praised, firstly, as the first radio correspondent in Spain, 
broadcasting from the Madrilenian Puerta del Sol in 1929 (2), and particularly for his 
newsreading style, considered as an “on duty chronicler” who stormed through the streets 
with his radio microphone and talked to the working class: lottery dealers, chauffeurs, honey 
sellers and the remainder itinerant vendors of the Puerta del Sol, where he recorded their 
voices and caused them to be heard and multiplied through the radio waves. His 
microphone would thus become a voice for the silent and forgotten; and not just people, but 
also objects, as indeed was the case of the newly installed lampposts at the Puerta del Sol, 
which he would inaugurate as if they were a public monument:  

“This lamppost, to which I dedicate my eulogy, will shed light on domestic affairs and is the 
embodiment of anti-obscurantism par excellence (…). I hereby proclaim this new lamppost 
to be inaugurated, scarcely after ten days of usage, and I declare it to be a great lamp for 
the same reasons that a man is held to be great” (3).  

Having finished his “monumental” broadcasted speech, the people who happened to be in 
the square at that time applauded him and he reverently bowed before the lamppost. 
Nowadays, this intervention would be considered a radio performance or public art. 

His reports werenʼt confined to public life. Instead, he also realized his dream of having a 
“private microphone” at home, in the solitude and silence of which he broadcasted –through 
a  connection to the Unión Radio main station-, his “Report of the Day” featuring what was 
incidentally happening in his house: a 

visit, the fleeting impressions of a letter he received, what he saw from his balcony, what 
had “just happened or just been witnessed”. He considered himself an on duty chronicler as 
well as the “owner of a private microphone with universal duties”. (4) 

He had installed his Greguerías Workshop at home, some of which were concerned with the 
radio medium itself, and apart from airing them he also published several –named 
“undulated greguerías”, “waveʼs bundles” or “wavering capriccios” – in the “Humour Radio” 



section in Ondas magazine in different instalments. In those pieces he dwelt poetically on all 
the aspects of the new medium, from the purely technological elements (valves and 
accumulators, the microphone, the dial, loudspeakers, etc.) to the communicative factors 
(the messages, the audience, its power and merchantability…), being fascinated by the 
immaterial expansion that radio waves allow, going so far as to humanize them, as in his 
Undulated Greguería nº 22, written in 1927:  

“Quite often, in those times of day without broadcasting, I leave my receiver on in order to 
find out how the air electronically breathes, how its nervous system seethes” (5).  

This greguería is an invitation to listening to the “radio silence”, a clear precedent to what 
John Cage proposed in his works 4ʼ33ʼʼ and 0ʼ00ʼʼ, respectively written in 1952 and 1962.  

It should be borne in mind that the “noisy silence” produced by the channel itself, was quite 
frequent in those early days of radio, due to interferences, difficulty with tuning and the so-
called “electroacoustic parasites”, and that it entailed multiple listener complaints, which 
Ramón echoed in his writings for radio magazine by presenting a ludic, creative reading of 
them, such as can be found in his articles “Variety and beauty of feedback” (Ondas nº 167, 
26-08-1928), “The isolation of parasites” (Ondas, 14-05-1932) or “The radiowaves circus” 
(Ondas nº 215, 27-08-1929), in which he draws a parallel between the noise of radio waves 
and those of circus acts, including “a program of jugglers, acrobats and clowns performed by 
the “artist waves” themselves”. (6) 

Following this zeal for contemporaneity, Ramón proposes new monuments beyond the mere 
“erecting people bearing great similarities among them on marble or stone stools of varying 
height”, which resemble “some sort of orchestra conductors without musicians or audience” 
(7). He thus designed meaningful monuments for his day and age: to the thermoflask, 
fountain-pen, aviation, automobile and radio. The “Monument for Radio” [see image no. 2] 
would have the worldʼs most powerful speaker and would be like a lifephone or sound of life, 
as opposed to the “mute dummies” of the statues of great orators, who had they known 
about this kind of monuments, they would have used them to broadcast the “best speech of 
their lives”. 

Apart from the radio practice and writings on that medium by Ramón Gómez de la Serna, 
other forerunners can be found in his literary writings, which anticipate the concepts and 
manifestations of Sound Art. In his numerous greguerías and short stories he heterodoxly 
tackles such themes as silence, noise and the musical act. In relation to the subject of 
silence, Ramón believes that “silence is not our silence, a silence that we have to witness, or 
be immersed in order to understand it” (8), but rather, to him “silence is God”, the eternity, 
what will remain, and for that reason he ironically states that he has “often left silence alone” 
in his own house “out of respect”, so that he wouldnʼt be disturbed and “could kiss the 
women in his paintings”. Furthermore, Ramón attributes an autonomous value to silence, to 
the point of conceiving it as another act in the circus show, designated as “the silent piece” 
(9), which he describes in his book “The circus” (1917) as “that intense interval at the 
beginning of a show”, an expectation that “is only comparable to the one that precedes the 
entrance of the first bull in the Beneficencia bullfight”. This appreciation of the elements 
surrounding the show or sound event, constitutes an approaching to the ideas of Cage in his 
4ʼ33ʼʼ piece, which invites us to listen to those sounds of silence that surround us in every 
musical event, which Ramón considers to be responsible for creating the expectation in the 
hall: “In the silence of the very silent act there is a moment of solemnity, in which the whole 
amphitheatre stands up, and another moment in which silence is broken in a thousand 
pieces, into a thousand smithereens of a thousand claps”.  



This “discovery of the unusual in the ʻtrivialʼ, the quotidian” (10) allows Ramón to reflect 
poetically about numerous noises of our daily life as, for example, when he invites us to 
listen to the sound of metallic shutters as they are closed at night or when the first one of 
them is drawn back in the morning, which reminds him of the theatrical indication to rise or 
lower the curtain (11), or the murmur of factories in the quiet of the night, which sound like 
the sea to him (as if it were a soundscape), or his description of how car horns hit you in the 
stomach (12). He also captures other more delicate sounds, such as the beating of our heart 
on the pillow, which to him is more distressing than the ticking of the clock, of which he 
wonders whether it is dying away or where it might progressively be going (13), or how the 
sound of the feet of a barefooted woman produces a sensual and relentless fever…” (14) 
and finally expresses the –paradoxically- most “terrible” sound of all, which is not determined 
by its decibels but rather by a certain sound pressure exerted by the sense of ridicule or the 
loss of social distinction: “The most terrible noise in the whole world is the one produced by 
a top hat when it falls!” (15).  

Ramón proved responsive to the sounds surrounding him and the people who produced 
them, which is why he paid tribute to those street sounds: the cry of the melon vendor, the 
call for the watchman at night, the greengrocerʼs voice, the bell of the ragman or the whistle 
of the knife grinder which “causes the seeing ears to be known” (16) (“On hearing the knife 
grinderʼs whistle one shudders as if the evening wind passed through a primeval world filled 
with fears”.) He lingers to poetically recall those sounds that he hears in the street together 
with those other ones that accompany him, such as the sound that carts make on the 
paving-stones, which brings to mind the transformation of our environment, as proposed by 
sound ecology, where sounds eventually pass away much as people do.  

Lastly, we will emphasize a final aspect in which Ramón foreruns other practices of sound 
art: the sound imagery and actions that he created on describing unlikely situations inspired 
by musical instruments and performance. He preceded surrealism by linking the violoncello 
with women in a greguería from 1917 (17), and that other piece in which he compares a 
violin-case and a coffin (18). In later writings he continued to create surreal literary images 
such as in The fiddlerʼs dream which consisted in “playing underwater so that it could be 
heard above the surface, creating musical water lilies” (19), The accordion-house where “the 
man of the bellows had been forced to live with his family inside his own accordion” (20), or 
the Musical Marmalade which was made by a piano teacher by means of notes and piano 
keys (21). In another short piece called The zambomba [a friction drum like a Lionʼs roar 
used in traditional Spanish music, T. N.] from 1922, he even “writes” a score on a staff, a 
work for solo zambomba entitled The Turron [see image nº 3] in which he substituted the 
musical notes by upper and lower case “U” letters, so that the zambomba could become a 
“worthy companion to the double bass” and a new teacher could be hired by the Royal 
Music Conservatory as a “zambomba virtuoso” (22). Ramónʼs involvement with music wasnʼt 
as a composer but as the author of the libretto for the opera Charlot (23), written in 1933 and 
composed by Salvador Bacarisse, one of the members of the 1927 generation. Making the 
most of a trip to Argentina in the same year it was completed, there was a frustrated attempt 
at opening at the Teatro Colón, in Buenos Aires. Ramón, who originally intended to have 
Charlot himself attend the opening, thought that had the opera been premiered “it would 
have caused a great deal of lyrical scandal, but they didnʼt dare to stage it” (24). The work 
has been acknowledged as the new genre in Spanish comic opera, where –for example- an 
Italian-like tenore, much as a true ʻCharlotʼ, loyal to silent cinema, courts his lover without 
singing a single note ” (25).  



However, the realm where Ramón truly enjoys a complete creative freedom is that of his 
writings, in which he often creates extra-musical experiences that anticipate what years later 
would become the sound events by such anti-art groups as Fluxus, as for example in his 
phantasmagoria “The suicide of piano”, published around 1935, where he describes a scene 
in which a sizeable upright piano got loose from its ropes and fell down to the street from a 
fourth floor, being smashed into “a thousand pieces and over a thousand notes”. In Ramónʼs 
words: “The musical bomb affected the whole city, and flat notes appeared scattered on 
remote rooftops and black keys were found inside distant gloves” (26), and the piano had 
thus managed to get away from some “monotonous lessons”.  

Ramónʼs legacy hasnʼt only been handed down in writing, but also through his recorded 
image and voice, as in the film (with sound) “The Orator” (27), shot in 1928 by Feliciano 
Vitores by means of an inadequate sound format known as Phonofilm. In it Ramón staged a 
monologue-performance in the manner of his famous suitcase-lectures in which he 
produced objects from a suitcase and improvised his unusual discoveries from the trivial, in 
this case featuring a nouveau riche “glassless monocle”, a giant hand that parodies the 
demagogical political speeches, as well as his extraordinary phonetic imitations of a hen-
house on warm afternoons. Apart from this film, a single album was released –hardly over 
200 copies were made- (virtually impossible to find these days) as part of the “Antología 
Sonora” collection directed by Guillermo Orce and Arturo Cuadrado under the title 
“Greguerías” where Ramón himself is the reader. There also are some recordings of his 
lectures preserved in the audio archive of Radio Nacional de España, one of which was 
“comments on the Argentinean exile” probably recorded in 1949 after his return to Spain, 
and in which the technical sheet states that he performs “imitations of a cock” and utters 
“grandiloquent words”. On that same year, after such a cold welcome, he returned to 
Argentina for good.   

Cubism: "The symphonic orchestra of shattered flesh" 

With the above sentence (29) Picasso himself defined his painting the "Démoiselles 
d'Avignon" (1907), a work considered to be the start of European artistic avant¬-garde, and 
in which the artist makes use of the concepts of "orchestra" and "symphony" belonging to 
musical language, perhaps due to the fact that they didn't require a figurative reference -as 
is the case in visual arts- in order to express a simultaneous coherence and confluence of its 
diverging elements. Picasso was constantly in touch with music and musicians, especially 
through the making of the costumes and scenery for several ballets: "Parade" (1916-17) with 
music by Erik Satie and libretto by Jean Cocteau, "The Three Cornered Hat" (1919) by 
Manuel de Falla, and "Pulcinella" (1920) by Igor Stravinsky. The ballet "Parade" was 
probably the one in which he made his greatest contribution and -by implication- caused the 
greatest scandal; his cubist costumes for the characters, such as the "American manager" 
[see image no. 4], which was formed by a sky-scraper superstructure and had a megaphone 
attached to one of its hands, thus conferring a "certain choreographic rubric" (in Cocteau's 
words) which forced the dancer to move like an automaton and create "a rhythmical tumult 
with the noise of his feet during the silences interwoven in the musical acts" (30). All of this 
came on top of those other noises that Cocteau suggested Satie to include in the music 
score: a typewriter, a whip or gunshot; which cause it to be a forerunner of what is known as 
action music, that was to begin in the 1960s and also featured a demythicizing critical 
content about the society of the times, whose business, competitive and advertising aspects 
were reflected through the characters of Parade.  



Picasso's interest in music can also be found in his drawings, paintings and sculptures, from 
the beginning of his blue period until his lengthy cubist experience, always managing to 
portray a musicality in the image, where the identification of body/instrument becomes 
increasingly greater, going from the fusion of "subject/object" to that of "object/object", this 
last aspect being especially developed in his still lives, thus creating a spatial-temporal 
dialogue between the various visual qualities of sound and the musical elements of the 
image. By way of reference, we will allude to two works created by Picasso that respond to 
different developments of Cubism. "Construction. Violon, bouteille sur une table-automne 
1915" and "Guitare-mai 1926". In the first of the two [see image no. 5] Picasso translates the 
vibrations and sound waves through the very structuration of space and the compositional 
organization of the work, which also refers to an organization which is sonic and musical. 
The assembling of Cubism through the introduction in the works of a "fourth dimension" -that 
of time- is well-known, thus being organized according to the category of simultaneity. This 
category is maintained thanks to the introduction of an objectivity based on the coexistence 
of viewpoints. This concept, which can lead to the idea of the folding of space, to the 
kaleidoscopic play of glances, is transformed in the work by the introduction of an unfolding 
of the compositional thanks to which this work establishes a communication with sound, 
understood as the spreading of sound waves.  

According to the above, the spatial-temporal play is transformed and perception becomes 
perceptive vibration, thanks to the two-fold impression produced by the fact that two 
diverging aspects are unfolded in it:  

-The visual point of view, resulting from the simultaneous structuring of several points of 
view that cause the plane-counter-plane play and break the gestaltic structuring of figure-
background and the visual coherence.  

-The point of view that could be metaphorically referred to as sonic, which causes the 
compositional volume, structuring that simultaneous game through the projection of depth or 
of an oblique line that causes us to tend to "listen" to the high-pitched sounds of the violin.  

Thus, that "still life"  by Picasso is animated, at least by a assumed sound, that of the 
clattering of the bottle's dark glass, the penetrating sound that the very violin seems to 
produce, combining, displaying and organizing the space beyond the visual, appealing to a 
assumed sonority. 

As to the second of the works mentioned, his Guitare [see image no. 6], it can be said that 
the play of lines is what creates the actual tension of the strings which, as well as enabling 
them to produce sound, organizes and distributes visual space. The vertical strings embody 
a contained tension that tends to expand and become more noticeable thanks to the 
introduction of an angular line, which is also a string in terms of its materiality. The hole in 
the guitar, situated in the centre of the arrangement, is far from being the vanishing point for 
the sight. Instead, the eye opens up, broadens along the surface, not only due to the above-
mentioned tension marked by the lineal play of the strings, but also by the piece of green 
gauze, representation of a subtle, almost feminine sound, that the guitar withholds in its void 
while enabling its subtle, vaporous evanescence. The fabric, together with that tense 
balance of the composition, represents the evanescent aspects of sound, which the image 
keeps, while also diffusing them beyond itself, towards us, towards the surrounding space.  

The powerful presence of the guitarʼs hollowness, that which enables it to keep and emit its 
sound, seems to drag us at the same time towards the myth and mystery that is 
mythologically represented by Orpheus.  The sound is calmed and tense at the same time. 



The instrument seems about to explode in harmony, or on the verge of being torn. On the 
other hand, the very introduction of the strings turns this work into a piece with a markedly 
tactile character, inviting the viewer to “strum” with the fingers (as Ramón mentioned in his 
erotic gregueria) that broken tension of sound beyond its actual visual representation. This 
sonic silence of Picassoʼs guitars, where sounds and resonances are latent, creates a 
mysterious tension, which caused Jean Cocteau to comment: “Mon rêve en musique serait 
dʼentendre la musique des guitares de Picasso” (31).  

 

Besides Picasso, other artists from our land were influenced by Cubism, such as Catalonian 
poet Josep M. Junoy who, influenced by Apollinaireʼs calligraphs, created some such pieces 
by means of poems in dynamic compositions, which also included plays with the size of the 
fonts and signs: “Miró” (1917), “Deltoides” (to Nijinsky, 1917), “Oda a Guynemer” (1918), 
“Zig-zag” (1920) or “Art Poètica” (1920). In some of these poems he interwove verses with 
score fragments, as in the poem “Eufòria” (1917), in which he placed a fragment of a piece 
by Italian Futurist Balilla Pratella diagonally together with his verses, like an explosion of 
“fragments” of sounds and words [see image no. 7]. This influence of Cubism and Futurism 
in Catalonia also had an echo in the work of poet Joan Salvat-Papasseit, who went as far as 
to publish a Manifesto “Against the poets with lower case. First Catalonian Futurist 
Manifesto” (1920) and in several of his poems it is possible to see the recourse to the 
Futurist words in freedom, featuring experiments with typography and onomatopoeia, as in 
the poem “Romàtica” (1925) in which “el clar de lluna és un lladruc de gos/ quelcom que 
compromete” (32):  

 
 

Vibrationism and Ultraísm: From visual noise and onomatopoeia to “teaching how to 
listen without words” 

In Europe various avant-garde movements emerged that established a relation between 
musical language and visual arts, drawing correspondences of sound and colour, time and 
space, creating a kind of visual music devoid of sounds through perceptive affinities and 
sensorial equivalences. Such trends as Henri Valensiʼs “musicalism”, Robert and Sonia 
Delaunayʼs “Orfism” or Kandiskyʼs search for a “synthetic art” constituted attempts to create 
a trans- (rather than inter-) disciplinary relationship between music and art based on all the 
aspects that bind them together on a structural level through their common vocabulary, so 
as to reflect either lifeʼs aural-visual rhythm or the universal harmony in which everything is 



connected. Although that parallelism between music and image cannot be found in Spain, 
the relationship noise-image can be encountered, mainly in what has come to be associated 
with “Vibrationism”, a term coined around 1916 by Rafael Barradas (who in spite of being 
Uruguayan, developed his visual works in Spain), who had personally met the Italian 
Futurists and traveled to Barcelona in 1914, where he established contact with the 
Catalonian avant-garde of the time, especially Salvat-Papasseit. Vibracionismo is a highly 
personal synthesis of various avant-garde movements created by Barradas: Cubism, 
Simultaneism and, mainly, Futurism, hence the fact that through his drawings and paintings 
he manages to capture the vibrant pace of the city, of its streets and cafés, expressing by 
means of onomatopoeias, numbers, letters and discontinuous lines the “noise” that 
surrounds us. The disorderly and dissonant movement, the “vibration” of shapes and sounds 
is noticeably manifest in his vibrationist drawing “Bonanitingui” (1917) [see image nº 8], 
which records the noises of a street in Barcelona by means of onomatopoeias drawn with 
graphic variations, by way of intermittent “bubbles”, reminiscent of the Futurist words in 
freedom. 

The use of onomatopoeia, which was a relevant contribution of Italian Futurism to sound 
poetry, also exercised an influence on Spanish Ultraism –arguably considered the only 
rigorously avant-garde movement originated from Spain, and which enjoyed a considerable 
proliferation in Spanish America. This movement emerged in 1918 in the course of a 
conversation in the no longer existing Café Colonial in Madrid between Xavier Bóveda and 
Rafael Cansinos-Assens, a dialogue which would later be transformed into an interview and, 
a little later, in the Autumn of 1918, into the first Ultraist Manifesto, named Ultra, in which 
they sated that “for the time being we think it will suffice to let out this cry for renewal” (33), 
appeared in the newspapers. This movement was something like a synthesis of avant-garde 
European movements (specially Futurism, Cubism and Expressionism) and the discipline 
where it saw its greatest development was poetry, cultivating experimentation with images 
and metaphors, although also including “typographic dislocation” (in the words of Guillermo 
de Torre) and onomatopoeia. The latter punctuates some of Xavier Bovedaʼs poems, such 
as “Un automovil pasa” [An automobile passes by, N.T.] (Grecia magazine nº XIII, 1919), 
which imitates the sounds of an automobile as it drives slowly (“Oú, oú, oú”) or frantically 
(“Trrrrrrr Trrrrrrr”) or, in his poem “El tranvía” [The Streetcar, N.T.] (Grecia magazine nº XIV, 
1919), the noise made by a tram when its brakes (“Ro-ro-ro-ro-ro…”) or screeches (“iiiiiii”). 
An example of a purely onomatopoeic poems can be found in “A caballo, río y martin 
pescador” [On Horseback, river and kingfisher, N.T.] by Fernando María de Milicua, a 
phonetic poem that closes his only book “Poemas cortos en prosa” (1925), and where the 
author informs the reader before the above-mentioned poem that “the faith I lost in words I 
found in sounds” (34):  

ton , ti , que , 

ton , ti , que , 

ton , ti , que , 

tíquete – tíquete –tíqueteton 

tíquete – tíquete –tíqueteton 

tíquete – tíquete –tíqueteton 

¡ flac ! … 



boriboro  boribora 

boriboro  boribora 

boriboro 

¡ tulip ! ¡ tulip ! 

bori bi, bi, bi, bi, bi, bi, bi, ... 

 

This loss of faith in words brings to mind one of the Ultraist notes included among the 
collaborations of Ultra magazine (31), as a definition of Ultraism itself:  

 

“Note for the deaf. Classes given on how to hear without words” 

 

This hearing without words led them to include in their poems elements peculiar to the new 
technological mediums, sometimes by way of metaphors as in the poem “Auriculares” 
[Headphones, N.T.] (Ultra magazine nº 24, 15-03-1922), written by Guillermo de Torre and 
dedicated to a fellow ultraist named Jorge Luis Borges, in which mystic harmony is mixed 
with the noise of modern life:  

 

Above the customs 
All the human ears in the headphones 

 

Multiple resonances are heard 
From astral melodies 
And the dynamic noises of the day 

 
To the synchronic winds 
Of our futuristic rhythm 

 
In other cases the actual language of the technologic medium is featured in the poem in a 
more obvious manner, as is the case with the Morse message featured in “Nocturno. T.S.H.” 
(Grecia magazine nº XIX, June 1919) by Juan Larrea, a radiographic poem created in the 
early days of radio-telegraphy in which he links the “chirp, chirp of sad birds” with a voice 
calling from the stars:  

 

“.--.-…-..-.--.-.-..-…--.-..---…….” 

 

 

 



Spanish Surrealism: “Let me be, in my silent contemplation” 

According to Man Ray, in general “surrealists despised music; there were no musicians 
among them because they considered them to be of a lesser mentality” (36)  as evidenced 
by the explanation given by André Breton himself, stating that “the rather precise and varied 
spiritual realizations” of visual expression, would never be possible in “the realm of music, 
which, of all the sensations, is the one that causes the greatest confusion”. This attitude 
ruled out the possibility of our making reference nowadays to a strictly speaking surrealist 
music, even if there were surrealist composers who tried to put this music into practice 
(André Souris or Jaroslav Jezek), and in spite of the keen interest that surrealist visual 
artists felt for musical instruments, which they often featured in their works, be it through 
pictoric representation, adapted as surrealistic objects or in their film plots. It is in these 
aspects that an affinity with sound art can be found, not so much because of its possible 
musical interpretation, but rather in its symbolic, poetic, erotic or oneiric signification. This 
becomes clearly evident in such works by Man Ray as “Emak Bakia” (1926), “Le Violon 
dʼIngres” (1924) and “Objet à détruire” (1922-23), but also in Spanish surrealists such as 
Salvador Dalí and Luis Buñuel. The presence of musical instruments from a surrealist 
perspective and, by extension, as a forerunner of subsequent sound art practices, can be 
found in the first two films in which Dalí and Buñuel collaborated: “Un chien Andalou” (1929) 
and “The Golden Age” (1930). In the former, in scene no. 53 in the script [see image nº 9], 
the protagonist appears dragging two pianos with two rotten donkeys, one on top of each 
instrument, which will later on be dragged by two priests:  

“Nº 53: shot in profile, in the foreground the ropes and the objects attached to them are seen 
passing by. Firstly, the stoppers, then the melons (The character keeps on pulling with all his 
might) and, finally, the pianos which are crammed full with donkey carrion. (The girl stifles a 
scream). As the two keyboards pass by, the heads of the donkeys, sticking out from the 
sound box, lean on the end of the keyboard corresponding to the high-pitched notes” (37) 

Although, when they developed the script, neither Buñuel nor Dalí had in mind any specific 
signification, the scene obviously contains very strong contrasting elements: the pianos 
against the dead donkeys, harmony side by side with putrefaction, the affluent with the 
forsaken, culture with ignorance. And all of it being dragged by the character, as if it were a 
historical, social, psychological hindrance that he is unable to avoid. It is singular that the 
script should specify that the heads of the donkeys are to stick out from the pianosʼ 
soundboxes and rest on the high-pitched keys, as if it were the harmonious playing itself 
which caused its own rotting flesh to emerge. Nowadays, this scene could very well be 
understood as an installation, a musical action or sound art.  

In their second film, “Lʼage dʼOr” [see image nº 10], another musical instrument is introduced 
from a surrealist perspective, for it apparently doesnʼt have any specific meaning in the plot, 
but is rather featured as something “picturesque”: right after a sign in black with the 
sentence “Different and picturesque aspects of the big city” written in French, and as Felix 
Mendelssohn Symphony Nº 4  is heard, a pedestrian walks by, beating a broken fiddle. The 
violin, another classical instrument, has been fouled and dragged along the mundaneness of 
a street, fallen to the lowest point, no longer played with a bow but kicked with a foot. This 
film attacked the bourgeoisie, its falsity, prejudices and self-repression that hides behind a 
fake liberal appearance. All of this resulted in the destruction of the projection screen and 
the exhibition of surrealist paintings by the spectators during its premiere. It was the unveiled 
burgeoisie, kicking back with a different foot those who broke its violin, its instruments of 
concealment and order.  



After these two films Buñuel and Dalí took different courses, although in Dalíʼs case he 
would continue to use the grand piano as a visual element throughout his pictorial career: 
“Partial hallucination. Six apparitions of Lenin on a piano” (1931), “Necrophilic fountain 
gushing from a grand piano” (1934), “An atmospheric cranium sodomizing a grand piano” 
(1934), “A chemist lifting the lid of a grand piano with infinite caution” (1936), etc. As Xosé 
Aviñoa rightly indicates, “he has an obsessive fixation with the keyboard, which is 
sometimes diverted to the teeth of a skull or other proximate forms”, and it is not “treated as 
a sound-producing element, but as a cult object, deformed and volatile, with a clearly 
symbolic functionality” (38). This use of the piano as a visual and symbolic element reached 
its expressive climax in the dance project for the nightmare scene in Alfred Hitchcockʼs film 
Spellbound (1945) -although, in the end, it wasnʼt included in the final montage of the film- 
which involved the hanging of 15 pianos filled with sculptures over silhouettes of dancing 
couples. Dalí had originally intended to use real pianos, but Hollywood specialists created 
reduced models and used 40 dwarves to achieve the desired perspective effect. Although 
Dalí was content with this version, the scene was rejected and the film only featured the one 
currently known. In itself, this arrangement is a forerunner of the art of installations and 
sound actions. Even if it doesnʼt involve the use of sounds we can still contemplate it in 
silence, under the restrained tension of dancing on this threatening dance floor.  

As regards Buñuel, in spite of his deafness, which kept getting worse with the passing of 
time, he always looked after the sound and music of his films, as his film “Tristana” (1970) 
clearly shows. In it he appears in the credits as recordist for the sonic background, which 
involved the capturing of the “soundscape” of Toledo, the tolling of bells around the city or 
the singing of the nuns through the convent walls of Sto. Domingo el Real. These sounds 
remained in his memory, from the many things he heard when he founded the “Order of 
Toledo” in 1923, a year before the first Surrealist Manifesto, when his friends Lorca, Dalí, 
Alberti, Pepín Bello or Moreno Villa would get lost at night around Toledoʼs maze-like streets 
so as to “become likely to undergo the most unforgettable experiences”, and “reading aloud 
poems that resonated against the walls”, all of them wrapped in sheets recreating a new 
theory about ghosts, and due to the scarce lighting in those years, these experiences 
became preferably sonic, during which –in Buñuelʼs words- “we didnʼt quite know if they 
were hallucinations or reality”: 

“One night, it was very late and snowing, while we were wandering through the streets, 
Ugarte and I suddenly heard children voices that sung the multiplication table. From time to 
time the voices broke off and a shrill laughter and the deep voice of the teacher could be 
heard. Later they resumed singing.  

Leaning on my friendʼs shoulders I managed to climb up to one of the windows, but the 
voices were suddenly quiet and I couldnʼt see anything but darkness nor hear anything but 
silence” (39).  

 

Postism: From eurythmics to “Hailing a cab by shouting from the opposite sidewalk” 

If Ultraism was considered to be the synthesis of the avant-gardeʼs –isms, Postism has been 
understood as “the –ism that came after the other –isms”, a Spanish avant-garde movement 
emerged in 1945, in the middle of the Spanish postwar, and also as an epigone of the 
dissolution of the European –isms, when all that was left were the ruins from World War II in 
Europe, and the scattering of avant-garde artists around other worlds.  



This movement never quite finished defining itself, since that basically was a way of never 
ending the process of self-invention. There are those who have defined it as the “the 
extremely eurythmic manifestation of the elements that make up the world of the sensory” 
(Felix Casanova de Ayala) or, according to its founders, as “an invented madness” (Carlos 
Edmundo de Ory) or as the “cult of nonsense” (Eduardo Chicharro). As a language, it mainly 
developed in literature (both poetry and fiction) and in visual arts (painting); and although 
there isnʼt a development in the realm of music (exception made of Ignacio Nievaʼs attempts), 
this medium is in fact essential in order to understand its poetry: “It is a movement that 
aspires to turn philosophy into music...”, or as Raúl Herrero puts it  “the musicality of postist 
poems may well be a legacy of Oryʼs modernist past. All things considered, both –isms 
share a taste for sonority through phonetic repetition” (40) 

It should also be stressed that Postism contributed to revalue the sonority of the oral and 
popular language of romances, tongue-twisters and local slang, in the work of poets such as 
Gloria Fuertes, (the only woman in the group, “postist a propos”, as she used to say) who 
emphasized them in her poems and through the pleasure of reciting them, or Gabino-
Alejandro Garriedo in his unforgettable “Parable of the prodigal child”. 

The use of Eurhythmics was influenced by Rudolf Steinerʼs anthroposophic movement and 
his 1912 and 1919 lectures, where he defined it as an “inner experience” and an “art of the 
whole” aimed at a relational morphology in which a harmonious relationship between parts 
and whole was intended. This became evident in the various Postist manifestoes and, 
specially, in the figure of Eduardo Chicharro and his book “Celestial Music” (1947 and 1958), 
one of its verses being an “eurhythmic” invitation to the reader: 

“Reduce your house to silence and youʼll notice how each thing starts talking to you” (41) 

The group of Postists used to gather in what they called Postist Nuptials, [see image no. 11] 
which consisted in some sort of parties-ceremonies held at Chebéʼs (Eduardo Chicharroʼs 
pseudonym) studio, where they ate Manchego cheese sandwiches and drank sangría, while 
people danced and recited poems attired with the studioʼs curtains in order to “complete the 
invention of Postism” for, although it was almost finished, definitions were still wanting. 
Jesús Juan Garcés was a recently-affiliated-to-postism garcilacist who, during a Postist 
Nuptial held in 1947, incorporated to his “Primitive poems for angels” (1945) the bottle-ish 
straightening procedure, -a “postist golden rule that, beginning from an euphonious meter, 
served as a mould to introduce a parallel, creatively reinventable ad infinitum text-, 
combining invented words and babbling, gutural or whistling neologisms determined by their 
sonority:  

Tenth canto 
(Loré, the angel of noise) 

 
 

Loré loré Loré 
Atanchande 
Efeté efeté 

Aclautiflarliflé 
Loré Loré veni veni 

Alifaré 
 
 

¿Rrummmmmmmmmmm ! (42) 



 

 

Juan Eduardo Cirlot labeled these poems as “huidobrism”, since they didnʼt contribute any 
novelty to what the author of Altazor had already accomplished.  

(“Hasnʼt he read Altazor?”, exclaimed Cirlot after reading these poems and having his own 
work, which he sent the Postist group for publication, rejected). 

In any case, the musical element in the poem plays an essential role in Postism, as Eduardo 
Chicharro stresses: “musicality of speech”, “musicality in the meter and alternative 
reiteration”, “internal assonance by proximity, wordplay and onomatopoeia”, “sudden breaks, 
reiterations and arrhythmia”. Cirlot himself, confessed philopostist, established a reciprocal 
influence relation with Postist aesthetics regarding sonic experimentation and which he 
would later develop, especially in his works “Ciclo de Bronwyn (1969) or “Inger 
Permutations” (1971); in relation to his relationship with Postism, Clara Janés comments:  

“Cirlotʼs approach to Postist works, and vice versa, is particularly focused on the 
predominant role of the ludic concept of the text and of the verbal matter: language as a 
place of conflict and joyful creation. Hence their shared inclination towards homophones, 
alliteration, phonetic reiteration, rhyme and monorhythmics and, -unlike the practice of 
Surrealists-, meter” (43). 

Among the remaining aspects developed by the Postists, there was a whole series of public 
provocations –characteristic of an avant-garde movement- by way of reaction against the 
conservative atmosphere of the early years of Spanish post-war, which nevertheless, have 
always been criticized as “boutades” and a mere collection of “anecdotes”. However, seen 
from a different perspective they could be regarded as proto-happening manifestations since 
they date back from the 1940s: 

a) Hail a cab by shouting from the opposite sidewalk of Madridʼs Gran Via. 

b) Get into a public fountain before the astonished pedestrians in order to allow your shoe to 
drink. 

c) Crawl into the “Café Castilla” wearing the hats in Napoleon style and the jackets inside-
out. (44) 

This provocations were already implemented since the beginning of the movement, when 
they would burst into conventional poetry readings, climb onto the tables wearing inside-out 
jackets, their socks tucked into their pockets while they recited “guttural, warbling sounds 
among bouts of rhythmical convulsions of the whole body” (according to the testimony of 
Félix Casanova de Ayala), through which they ridiculed the reactionary intellectual 
atmosphere of the time, occasionally even taking advantage of that artificial intellectualism, 
inventing an inexistent Soviet poet called Serjovich, whose so-called poems Carlos 
Edmundo de Ory recited in Russian and Spanish to the members of the literary gathering at 
the “Café Gijón”, when in fact they were nothing but his own invention, the language used 
included. Is this an anecdote? Or is it sound art in the face of deceit? 

Postist aesthetics would continue in later years through the work of different philopostist 
artists, such as the above-mentioned Cirlot or the Manchego painter based in Catalonia 
Antonio Beneyto, who began his creative career in the 1960s and among whose production 



stands out a piece related to sound art: “El dibuix més llarg del món” (1986) [The worldʼs 
longest drawing, T. N.] that uses a punched player-piano roll on which he draws by means 
of ink and watercolours along the 30,5 meters it measures [see image no. 12]. In this work, 
he creates a pictorial/musical dialogue between the zoomorphic figures and the player-piano 
roll “following the lilac pointillism on the paper, indicating a rhythm of high and low tones, 
which influences the figures, their position, duration, connection and finishing” (45). In this 
work Beneyto creates a eurhythmics of latent sounds and images in “an unexpected 
encounter” with the “anecdotical/significative” (in the words of Juan-Eduardo Cirlot talking 
about the authorʼs early works).  

Other avant-gardist epigones: from the “Spanish Phoneme” and Diaphony to Fast 
Telegraphy, the Trikeyboard and Electric Music. 

There are several authors –none of whom belongs to any specific avantgardist movement- 
whose work is related to that experimentation characteristic of the avant-garde and, more 
specifically, to sound. One such author is Granadine Jose Val del Omar, a filmmaker, 
photographer, poet, inventor and, even, composer of concrète music, who began shooting 
films in the 1920ʼs and a decade later got involved in the Pedagogic Missions project during 
the Spanish Republic as a photographer, filmmaker and projectionist in several Spanish 
villages, places that cinema had never reached before (he is the author of those moving 
photographs of the perplex countenances of villagers illuminated before the screen). He also 
collaborated with the Museo Circulante [circulating museum, T.N.] together with Luis 
Cernuda and Ramón Gaya, which brought copies of the Prado museumʼs paintings and 
listening sessions based on gramophone recordings to remote villages. During the civil war 
he cooperated with Josep Renau in Valencia towards educational and heritage conservation 
publishing and, after the war, he founded Radio Mediterráneo and organized the first 
Circuito Perifónico de Valencia [Periphonic Circuit of Valencia, T.N.] which included more 
than 19 lines. In 1942 he wrote a manifesto called “Corporación del Fonema Hispánico” 
[Spanish Phoneme Corporation, N.T.] in which he claimed the importance of living oral 
language as opposed to the already immutable printed word and proposed the creation of 
some sort of phonetic publishing body for Spanish speaking communities, which would allow 
to build “... the acoustic documentation of concrete actions and sounds” (46). His intention 
was to apply the “segmentation technique”, characteristic of cinema, to the medium of audio 
recording and radio, an idea that Walter Rutman had already begun in Berlin in the 1930s. 
Val del Omar used to say that “there is a recording of Unamuno which conveys a richer 
impression of who Unamuno was than any biography ever could” (47). This recording 
belongs to a series called “Archivo de la Palabra” [Speech Archive, N.T.], the first initiative in 
Spain of documentary recordings, which began in 1930 and endeavoured to create a stock 
of audio recordings of outstanding public figures from the worlds of culture, science and 
politics. Val del Omarʼs intention was for it to encompass common people from different 
regions who spoke Spanish and not to restrict the project to the actual recording, but rather 
feature the mixing and composition of this Spanish Phoneme as well, as if it were a film 
montage, although exclusively made up of sounds. For this purpose he intended to use a 
magnetophonic device of his invention, which he created as an instrument to promote 
culture and cooperation between Hispanic countries. 

In 1944 he patented the Diaphonia sound system and the Diaphone playback device which 
included two photoelectric channels [see image no. 13] that were intended to outdo the 
conventional stereophonic system by displaying several sound sources opposite and behind 
the audience, the intention being to create a “dialectic” exchange with what is seen or heard. 
This created an “acoustic counter-field”, which could also be –in Val del Omarʼs words- a 



“psychic counterpoint between the work being presented and the reaction, on an individual 
and collective level, of the audience experiencing it”. To achieve this he  played the main 
sound (“objective sound”) through the speakers facing the listeners and introduced 
environmental sounds, words or noises through the ones behind them (“subjective sound”) 
at very specific times, which contributed to confront the audience with the main sound, 
producing that shock “spiritual reaction” that Val del Omar intended to cause: 

“Diaphony is a psychic stereophony where the spectator is placed between two sources, one 
before and another one behind him. The one in front expresses the future, whereas the one 
at the back deals with the past. These two sources clash with each other, the spectator 
being their meeting point, thus constituting the present. The diaphonic axes connect 
audience and show, while the stereophonic ones are diametrically opposed to the listeners 
and passes through the eardrums in our ears”. (48) 

The reason why this “clashing sound” system wasnʼt used in the film industry might be 
related to the fact that it didnʼt try to produce an compelling illusion of sound spatialization. 
Val del Omar made use of diaphonic sound in his film “Aguaspejo granadino” [Granadine 
Water-mirror], which he began in 1950 and completed in 1955. The work was a poetic 
symbiosis of light, water and sound created by means of Granadaʼs fountains, which 
involved working with over 500 sounds that were entwined in a diaphonic structure and 
composed after the fashion of concrete music. The celebrated film critic Alfonso Sánchez 
evoked him, on occasion of a visit he paid to his studio in 1955, as a “poet of noise”... 
“Within a small length of tape, hardly sufficient to tie a box of chocolates with, Val del Omar 
has fitted a concert of ʻconcrete musicʼ”, featuring “some bars by Falla, sounds of bells, 
stones knocking and percussion instruments” (49). The film was influenced by Lorca (Val del 
Omar recalled how the poet would say: “Lord, give me a pair of ears in order to know how to 
listen to water”), as well as by Manuel de Falla who, in the course of their encounters around 
1929, encouraged him to use the new technologies by saying:  

“I believe in mechanical music. If I was given the use of a quarter-tone player-piano I would 
record my music directly onto the roll. Thus, there wouldnʼt be any interference from the 
interpreter” (50) 

In the première of the film at a festival in Berlin, a German film critic defined him as “a 
Schoenberg of the camera” in reference to his optical interpretation in this “symphonic film”. 
Nevertheless, this praise didnʼt help Val del Omar, who failed in his own country: all the 
inventions that he legated to Madridʼs Film School were destroyed out of abandonment. In 
spite of this, Val del Omar never gave up researching throughout his life, developing new 
relationships and experiments between sounds, images and the sense of touch [see image 
no. 14] 

Concurrently with these events, Juan García Castillejo published the book  “La telegrafía 
rápida, el triteclado y la música eléctrica” (1944) [Fast Telegraphy, the trikeyboard and 
electric music, N.T.], where he endeavours to merge the new developments in telegraphy, 
teleprinter keyboards and typewriters and those occurred in electric music. The book 
describes the process through which he constructed and improved in the 1930ʼs an “electro-
composer device” [see image no. 15], comprising lamps, transformers, condensers, 
resistances, a few dozens of speakers and several engines. He intended to cause the 
perforations in the telegraphic tape to be automatically selected by different engines that 
would trigger the various sound tracks recorded, and thus cause each of the “books on the 
perforated tape” to become an “audio book”. The purpose behind this idea was to enable the 
future creation of “spoken libraries” and “speech archives” in which the item being searched 



for could be instantly found. He performed practical experiments by means of a radio station 
where he managed to make the radio transmitter “speak automatically”, repeatedly 
broadcasting random announcements without anyone being present. He also intended this 
“talking device” to become an electric orchestra that composed “a music of chance 
configurations that was subjected to a number of panels governing its harmonic possibilities”, 
as well as bearing in mind the multiple possibilities that it offered in the field of improvisation:  

“In relation to the musical electro-composer it could be said it is related to improvisation. 
Obviously, it is subjected -in a very flexible way- to a general preconceived plan that results 
from establishing the components that are to participate, ranging in their degree of 
spontaneity.  

The electro-musical device may be a source of inspiration, much as natural phenomena: the 
wind blowing, seas roaring, waters whispering and a thousand other natural sonorities” (51) 

Castillejo wrote several essays for a humour section of a radio magazine, which would imply 
that a concert was going to be broadcasted, when in fact it was the electro-composer 
instrument. In 1933, the director of Unión Radio, in Valencia paid him a visit him in order to 
evaluate how feasible its implementation in the radio station would be, although, due to the 
cost and difficulty in “providing a constant voltage for an electric demand that varied 
according to the use of a greater or lesser number of musical notes”, the project was 
shelved and fell into oblivion, and, with it, the contribution of the author, who isnʼt featured in 
any music history works, not even in those written in Valencia, exception made of the one 
that will soon be made by Montserrat Palacios and Llorenç Barber, in which, for the first time, 
the true experimental contribution made by this author is reassessed. 

All these experiments and those of Val del Omar anticipate the first electro-acoustic works 
by Spanish composers created outside Spain, such as those by composer Roberto Gerhard, 
-a musician in exile from the 1927 Generation and a follower of Schoenberg-, who first 
included electro-acoustic elements in a composition, -created as stage music for “The 
Prisoner” 1954) by Bridget Boland-, for instrumental ensemble and tape, which was 
produced at the BBC studios in London; or the one considered to be the first fully electro-
acoustic work created by a Spaniard: “Étude de Stage” (1961) by Juan Hidalgo, -composed 
at the GRM in Paris-, who would be responsible for the introduction of chance in music 
through the Grupo Zaj: as well as the subsequent visual-electronic research developed by 
kinetic artist Luis Lugán. But those were different times, already belonging to a second 
avant-garde that would open –incurring similar hardships- new experimental paths in the 
development of what would later be known as Sound Art.  

 

_______________________ 

Notes:  

(1) The term Sound Art began to be used in the 1960ʼs in reference to specific works by 
visual artists who mainly used sound in their works, which werenʼt necessarily created 
according to musical parameters; and, more importantly, in which the two components –
visual and aural- could not be dissociated but instead had the same relevance, this last 
aspect clearly separating it from the audio visual language of cinema and video, in which 
sound has been, at the most, a reinforcement of the image. Its theorization wouldnʼt take 
place until the 1990ʼs, as a result of monographic exhibitions on the subject in museums and 



art galleries, with the two-fold intention of setting this new artistic practice in context and, by 
the same token, searching for a differentiating identity -invested with its own history and 
antecedents- that would function as a catalyst, both creative and economic, since it relied on 
having its own resonance within the art market in order to be able to develop, as in fact has 
been the case in recent years.  

(2) Advertised in Ondas magazine, in the article Reportajes radiados: Ramón Gómez de 
la Serna en la Puerta del Sol. Appeared in VENTÏN PEREIRA, J. Augusto: Radiorramonismo. 
Antología y estudio de textos radiofónicos de Ramón Gómez de la Serna. Editorial de la 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 1987. Page. 255. 

(3) Quoted in DÍAZ, Lorenzo: La Radio en España 1923-1993. Alianza Editorial. Madrid, 
1993. Page. 110. 

(4) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Micrófono privado, en funciones universales, in 
Ondas magazine, no. 281, 1-XI-1930. Page 9. 

(5) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Radio Humor: Greguerías onduladas (18-40), in 
Ondas magazine, 1927. Page 8. There is a radio version of the greguería created by 
Leopoldo Amigo y Miguel Molina, which can be listened to at http://mase.es  

(6) A radio version of this article “El circo de las ondas” has been performed by Leopoldo 
Amigo and Miguel Molina, and can be listened to at http://mase.es 

(7) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Ramonismo: Nuevos Monumentos in VENTÍN 
PEREIRA, J. Augusto: Radiorramonismo. Antología y estudio de textos radiofónicos de 
Ramón Gómez de la Serna. Published by the Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 1987. 
Page 254. 

(8) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. 
Muestrario (1917-1919). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de 
Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Pages 68 and 69. 

(9) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas III: Ramonismo I. El Rastro. El 
circo. Senos (1914-1917). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de 
Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Pages 297 and 298 

(10) In the words of Ioana Zlotescu, a definition of the “aesthetic system” of Ramonismo in 
GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas III: Ramonismo I. El Rastro. El circo. 
Senos (1914-1917). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. 
Barcelona, 1997. Pages 27 and 28 

(11) See GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. 
Muestrario (1917-1919). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de 
Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Page 193 

(12) See GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. 
Muestrario (1917-1919). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de 
Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Pages 260 y 261 

(13) See GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. 
Muestrario (1917-1919). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de 
Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Page 271 



(14) See GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. 
Muestrario (1917-1919). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de 
Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Page 343 

(15) See GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. 
Muestrario (1917-1919). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de 
Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Page 556 

(16) See GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: El afilador y su chiflo in Obras completas XVI: 
Ensayos, Retratos y biografías: Efigies. Ismos. Ensayos (1912-1961) Edited by Ioana 
Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Page 822 

(17) “The double bass is a mature woman whose genitalia is being messed with... The 
cello is woman in her thirties experiencing the same... The violin is a girl who is being tickled 
in an ineffable way”. Greguería included in  GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras 
completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. Muestrario (1917-1919). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. 
Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Page. 175 

(18) “What she [the violinist] does is sad and useless, like carrying the dead love in the 
coffin of the dead, which is the case of a fiddle...” in GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras 
completas IV: Ramonismo II. Greguerías. Muestrario (1917-1919). Edición de Ioana 
Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. Barcelona, 1997. Page 324 

(19) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas VII: Ramonismo V. Caprichos. 
Gollerías. Trampantojos (1923-1956). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia 
Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. Barcelona, 2001. Page 945. 

(20) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas VII: Ramonismo V. Caprichos. 
Gollerías. Trampantojos (1923-1956). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia 
Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. Barcelona, 2001. Page 953. 

(21) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas VII: Ramonismo V. Caprichos. 
Gollerías. Trampantojos (1923-1956). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia 
Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. Barcelona, 2001. Pages 1052 and 1053 

(22) GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA, Ramón: Obras completas V: Ramonismo III. Libro nuevo. 
Disparates. Variaciones. El alba (1920-1923). Edited by Ioana Zlotescu. Ed. Galaxia 
Gutemberg/Círculo de Lectores. Barcelona, 1999. Pages 741-743. 
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LISTENING TO SPANISH SOUND ART 
By José Antonio Sarmiento 
 

The clangour of a tram passing along the street is what triggered the reaction of the 
Futurists as they realized that they lived in a society dominated by machines and noise. 
Sonic images and references to noise would become a constant in Futurism since, for the 
first time, an element of beauty was found in noise.  

Machine noise became a language that communicates. The keys to Futurist literature were 
bestowed on Marinetti from the heavens through the sound of an aeroplane propeller. Luigi 
Russolo, in his manifesto “The Art of Noises” (1913), announced the arrival of a new art 
whose principle was found in the discovery of a sound matter which was inexhaustible in 
time and constantly renewed itself. For Russolo noise belonged to life and it immediately 
referred us back to it. These ideas would be readdressed by John Cage a few decades later, 
thus becoming the creator who best defined the spirit of this new way of making art and who 
has had a determining influence on the avant-garde artists that emerged during the second 
half of the twentieth century.  

During this long period of time, in Spain there was hardly any information about these new 
events. Phonetic poetry, the soirées and action music played no part in the language of 
Spanish artists. Although Ramón Gómez de la Serna translated and published Marinettiʼs 
Futurist Manifesto a few months after it first appeared, his own work developed along very 
different lines. Perhaps these words, taken from his memoirs, are worth quoting as his small 
contribution to radio art: “I have practised all manner of things on air: noise produced with 
pocket key-rings, alarm clocks, wine glasses, masked voice, dialogues with a dumb person, 
dialogues with the Venus de Milo…” Or maybe it is worth stressing the following greguería  
“Very often, in those hours without the possibility of broadcasting, I leave my receiver on in 
order to find out how the air breathes electronically, how the nervous system bubbles”. (1)  

In turn, Ultraist poets were closer to Mallarméʼs “Dice throw” in their poetic compositions 
than to the words-in-freedom. In spite of the “scandal” provoked, as chronicled by the 
various reports appeared in the press of the day, their 1921 soirées at the Parisiana hall and 
the Ateneo de Madrid were nothing but mild attempts at bringing their work near to the 
public. Nothing comparable to the soirées staged by Futurists and Dadaists.  

Not until 1964 were creators interested in sound art to be found in this country. That was the 
year when grupo zaj was created. Its members, Juan Hidalgo, Walter Marchetti and Ramón 
Barce made their appearance by going for a walk on the streets of Madrid and chose, out of 
sheer chance, to designate as zaj all the activity that they carried out since then. In one of 
his cards Walter Marchetti defined this movement as a bar where “people go in, go out, 
decide to stay; have a drink and leave a tip”. Following his advice, a group of young artists, 
from which José Luis Castillejo and Tomás Marco should be mentioned, came to this bar. 
Its doors have remained opened until Juan Hidalgo finally closed them after the opening of 
the exhibition by the group at the Museo Reina Sofía (1996). Since the early seventies it 
had being run by Hidalgo, Machetti and Esther Ferrer. The remaining had already left the 
place. Some out of weariness, others in search for new strategies and others… 

 



This space, located at number 1 Batalla del Salado street, represented the avant-garde. 
Duchamp, Satie, Cage, Fluxus… filled its walls. Besides, as Ramón Barce reminds us, it 
was possible to find “books on Zen, quills and brushes to draw Chinese ideograms”. (2) 

This zaj bar stood as a renewed and imaginary Cabaret Voltaire. Those eager to know what 
was new frequented it. It wasnʼt a place were doctrine was imparted. Journalist Juan Pedro 
Quiñonero, in an illuminating article, confirms this: “musicians, art lovers, romantics, those 
looking for cultural bagatelles will always be disappointed by zaj, for zaj doesnʼt propose 
anything, zaj doesnʼt console peopleʼs aguish, loneliness or bitterness, it doesnʼt invent 
artificial paradises, nor does it situate us in a wonderful future, or resort to the labyrinths of 
morals, because zaj isnʼt an Alka-Seltzer for the spirit (although it might have a vomit-
inducing element…) because it doesnʼt conceal metaphysics nor logical thinking, because 
zaj isnʼt comforted by promises or history. Zaj is the decay of art”. (3) 

Juan Hidalgo and Walter Marchetti met in Milan in 1956. Their electroacustic works were 
premiered at Darmstadt Festival. It was in that very city where they met John Cage in 1958, 
an essential event in their trajectories that led them to question their music and become 
immersed in the world of actions.  

In Barcelona they created “música abierta” and presented David Tudor in a piano concert 
(1960) that he went on to play in Madrid. The “prestigious” music critic Enrique Franco 
wondered after attending the concert: “why is this sort of fraud granted the possibility of 
existence through concerts and releases?” (4) 

In the face of such reactions, it is hardly surprising that they returned to Milan. In 1964, they 
came back to Madrid. This time they joined forces with Ramón Barce in order to give birth to 
zaj in the middle of a desert ruled by the same old power. Thus, on Thursday 19th 
November 1964 they made their first public appearance in the form of an itinerary through 
various streets in Madrid. This action signals the beginning of the “zaj concerts” which they 
would continue to give in the coming years throughout the country as well as in various 
European cities and in their tour of the United States.  

Up to 1972, when their presence became stable, zaj constituted a huge snub to the practice 
of Spanish artists. The latter did not only include those who represented the tradition, but 
also the ones who belonged to the other avant-garde, for whom zaj was deemed a 
disruptive, distressing element. As Fernando Huici reminds us, zaj were “true 
extraterrestrials in the Spain of those days, every bit as bewildering for the official status 
quo as for the orthodox circles of local avant-gardism”. (5) The Avant-Garde with capital 
letters, docilely official and accepted by international biennales was that of Saura, Millares, 
Tapies…  

The existence of zaj revolved around Hidalgo, Ferrer and Marchetti. Thanks to their 
perseverance and the great quality of their works they have continued to exist for such a 
long period of time. They have been a point of reference for many of those artists who have 
tried to look for new forms distanced from the avant-garde establishment in our country.  

Even if its members deny it, zaj was the Spanish Fluxus. Fellow travelers of that group of 
friends, known as Fluxus movement, formed by Nam June Paik, George Maciunas, George 
Brecht, La Monte Young, Dick Higgins…  

In parallel to the grupo zaj activities, Argentinean poet Julio Campal developed an intense 
activity in defence of the great forerunners of contemporary poetry (Apollinaire, Huidobro, 



Tzara…) in the early sixties, thus establishing a connection with new international poetry 
trends, embodied by concrete poetry, visual poetry, sound poetry… 

Campal developed a frantic activity consisting in giving lectures, running exhibitions and 
publishing articles in magazines and newspapers. After he died, a large group of poets took 
the relay, proposing a new poetic order that rejected discursive poetry. As Fernando Millán 
stated in one of his texts, in the face of the invasion of the discoursive, poetry “can only 
answer in one way: by crossing out, denying, erasing…” (6) In their compositions, they 
regain the visual dimension of letters and words, but they forget its sonic dimension. We 
hardly find any examples of phonetic or sound poetry. Only the permutational poetry of Juan 
Eduardo Cirlot stands out.  

In contrast to what was taking place in other countries, where artists coming from a visual 
arts background entered the world of sound and music, in Spain things evolved differently. 
There were those who tried to bridge that gap through isolated attempts.  The most relevant 
case is that of Isidoro Valcárcel Medina, an artist whose work and vital experience are 
astonishing due to their coherence, and who is nowadays being rehabilitated by many after 
having endured decades of silence and oblivion.  

Apart from his “visual” works, which José Díaz Cuyás sums up as “a mere handful of 
photographs, a few typed dossiers, several descriptive diagrams not even aspiring to be 
turned into models, some cards, little pieces of paper, cardboards…  and hardly anything 
else, apart from a film, a couple of paintings and some books”, (7) Valcárcel Medina has 
created an interesting body of sound works, which can be summed up as a series of sound 
installations, several phonetic poems, some pieces for radio and a several telephone 
actions.  

His first work was a sound installation entitled “ Immediately after (a tale in twelve acts: 
places, sounds, words)”, which was presented at the Seiquer gallery (Madrid, 1970). A 
series of perplex modules, the position of which was changed on a daily basis, were 
displayed in two spaces: that of the gallery –located on the first floor- and a second one, 
which had been arranged for on the fifth floor of the same building. At the same time, a 
magnetic tape allowed to listen to the successive accretions of sound that were produced by 
a frequency generator on a daily basis and which the artist recorded onto tape. Only those 
spectators who attended the twelve days in a row could attest to having “seen” the 
exhibition.  

One of the objectives that Valcárcel Medina sets out to achieve in his works is to claim 
those sounds that go unnoticed when our attention is focused elsewhere. His work 
“Motores” [engines, N.T.] (1973), is an example of this. The recording captures the sound of 
two cars (a Citroen Dyane and a Ford Zephyr) that follow the same route (Madrid-El 
Escorial). The only differences are those caused by their respective engines: one powerful 
and smooth, the other weak and noisy. The technical features of the itinerary determined 
the score, which is a mere copy of the description carried out for new road plans. The 
underlying intention is to recover that generally annoying background noise and listen to it 
carefully. 

Valcárcel Medina is the author of one of the funniest and most surprising works in the 
history of sound art. They are  “Telephone conversations” (1973) in which the author calls a 
series of people randomly chosen from a telephone directory in order to inform them of the 



following: “Iʼm calling to let you know that I had my telephone installed today and Iʼd like to 
give you my number. Iʼm Valcárcel Medina”.  

Another exemplary case is that of Carles Santos. Originally an interpreter of modern music, 
performing works by Cage, Stockhausen and Weber, he would soon give up this activity in 
order to start interpreting and conducting his own compositions.  

His whole work, regardless of the medium used (whether cinema, video, recital, 
performance…) is concerned with music, while the piano features prominently in his 
particular imagery. As Josep Ruvira states, this large black piece of furniture will be the one 
“presiding over most of his staged fantasies”. (8) A relevant proof of this are his works 
“Preludi di Chopin nº18 Opus 28” (1974), “El pianista i el Conservatori” (1977), “Peça per a 
quatre pianos” (1978), “La Re Mi La” (1979), “Anem, anem, anem a volar” (1982)… This last 
action clearly defines the Santos/piano relationship. In the recording it is possible to see 
Carles Santos strenuously moving through the Ramblas [a boulevard in Barcelona, N.T.] as 
he pushes a piano on which an actress, clad in red, suggestively poses. The action finishes 
when he goes indoors.  

Music is the leading thread of his work. It is even possible to consider his vocal 
compositions as a result of his way of working with the piano: “Then I took to working with 
the voice. However, it is clearly evident that I am a pianist. I believe that To-ca-ti-co-to-ca-tá 
is a piano piece. Almost all of them are piano pieces. Had I played some other kind of 
instrument, I would have created something different. Most of the things I do are done while 
sitting at the piano: I stop playing and start singing. But it is always related to that instrument. 
The kind of voice I use is very percussive, not all that melodic, really. It is heavily based on 
rhythms, percussion and quickness. It is an articulated, mechanical voice”. (9)  

In relation to the new generation that appeared in the 70s, the two most relevant figures are 
José Iges and Llorenç Barber. The two of them have become, both on a national and 
international level, relevant sound art figures.  

As a producer of Ars Sonora program in Radio Clásica, the only program in Spanish 
commercial and public radio devoted to sound experimentation, José Iges has undertaken a 
great diffusion task, which he has progressively complemented by running workshops and 
exhibitions. He has also developed a simultaneous creative career as a sound artist and 
composer. His musical works, less divulged, have recently appeared in a compilation CD 
entitled “Sitting between chairs”. (10) In his work as a sound artist his forays in the field of 
soundscape, radio art…, as well as the installations, performances and intermedia concerts 
jointly created with Concha Jerez since 1989 stand out.  

Among his installation production, the following stand out: “Argot. Intermedia labyrinth” 
(1992), “Utopias rotas” (1993) and “Polyphemus Eye”. (1997). In them, the space is 
intervened by means of texts, visual and sound materials provoking an interference with the 
environment that enables the audience to become aware of a social reality increasingly 
determined by the media.  

Llorenç Barber began working in the realm of sound with the foundation of grupo Actum. A 
few years later, together with Fatima Miranda, he created Taller de Música Mundana. In 
1981 he constructed the portable belfry, which signals a no-turning-back point in is work. 
Barber creates long recitals of voice and bells in a constant diphony, which encourage him 
to use the city as a grand stage for his concerts. His bells have tolled in over a hundred 
cities around the world.  



In the last decade the sound art created in Spain has become fully integrated in the 
international panorama. Among other relevant events we should highlight “Ras” magazine, 
the first publication dedicated to the diffusion of sound art in this country and one of the few 
currently existing around the world; the creation of a news agency (www.mediateletipos.net) 
that informs of the sound art and electronic music scenes on a daily basis; the research 
oriented web page (www.ucl.es/artesonoro) which is comprised of an archive, a magazine 
(“Olóbo”) and two radios (“Dinamo Radio” and “Silencio Radio”); the silent concerts of Tres, 
the constant production of Francisco López, the voice concerts of Fatima Miranda, the 
online projects by Pedro López (www.modisti.com), the various festivals (Sonar, Zeppelín, 
Proposta, Experimenta Club, Ars Sonica…), the activities organized by Miguel Molina and 
Leopoldo Amigo at the Universidad de Valencia, the sound sculptures of José Antonio 
Orts…  
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SOUND POETRY IN SPAIN 
Extract from the round-table celebrated on October 21 2006 at the Casino of Lucena. 
 

Participants:  

José Iges (JI) Moderator 
Fernando Millán (FM), experimental poetry 
Xavier Sabater (XS), polypoetry and cyberpoetry 
Bartolomé Ferrando (BF), performance, action poetry 
 

JI: How was your approximation to the use of sound in your poetic work, since none of you 
three come from a musical background? How did you become sound poets? 

 

BF: In my case, I was already working in what was known as concrete poetry back in 1976, 
which is a practice that lies between language and visual arts. As a result of an invitation by 
someone in Italy I, or rather we –as there were two of us-, decided to somehow carry out a 
sound phonetic version of what we were doing in concrete poetry. After that time I began to 
feel more partial towards sound poetry  -it must have been around 1978, approximately– and I 
started to find out about certain authors who interested me more and more; some of them 
came from the historical practice of the first avant-gardes, from the Dadaist practices in 1916 
at the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich as well as from some other characters derived from and 
influenced by them, some of whom were based in France and others in Austria, (Bernard 
Heisieck, Henri Chopin, Ernst Jandl). Here in Spain, it probably was Juan Eduardo Cirlot who 
exerted a greater influence to stir my interest in certain phonetic approaches. From then on I 
became involved with that sort of practice, which merges writing with sound, combining a 
somewhat dismembered written language to the sonority of that very language. In that journey, 
there are occasions when what one says is the most important aspect, whereas in other 
cases there are sound constructions where words donʼt mean anything and merely sound. 
That dual possibility was what I became, and still remain, interested in.  

 

XS: In my case, I encountered sound poetry through frustration. In the late 80s I was a poet 
and I found that poetry didnʼt interest anyone except the poets themselves. Looking back on 
what poetry has been, I realize that rather than something literary it has always been 
something oral. From the times of the Greeks, Romans, the Middle Ages, poetry had been 
handed down by oral means. Ever since Mr. Guttenberg invented the printer and the French 
Revolution introduced schools for the people, poetry started to be literary. And from then on 
the support for the diffusion of poetry has been the book, but up to that point, poetry had been 
oral. Needless to say, as poets in the late 80s we had lost that oral element, apart from some 
things that the Dadaist, Futurists and French Concrete Poets had accomplished. At this point 
is where we reinvented poetry slightly and, in my case, went on to call it polypoetry. What 
does polypoetry mean? That we are poets who speak poetical languages be it by audio, 
visual, gestural means or through videopoetry and, nowadays, cyberpoetry. Ever since we 
reached the oral, a new poetics appeared before us. Each poet has to rediscover the oral, our 
phonetic sonic apparatus as the ideal medium to diffuse poetry. We no longer resort to that 



recital format where the poet holds the paper and goes ʻblah, blah, blahʼ. We experiment with 
gestural expression, play with the lighting to create poetical atmospheres, etc.   

 

FM: Xavier, and Pepe Iges before him have had no objection in referring to me as historical. 
That means that I started very early, not that I am very old. Indeed, I am what our ex-beloved 
and, fortunately, former President Jose María  Aznar referred to as a non-recyclable lefty. In 
fact, I am a man of the 60ʼs because I was 20 years old in 1964, which was when I made a 
decided contact with the world of culture. That led me to become interested in what was really 
happening in the world and, especially, what had previously happened. However, this was 
difficult at the time because, as you know, we lived under the dictatorship of General Franco 
and contact with events happening outside Spain was very difficult. Inside Spain information 
was scarce, but that didnʼt stop those who wanted to know from doing so. The 20th has been 
the century of the great changes: in the last century humanity has experienced more changes 
than in the rest of its history and pre-history put together. Quite simply, in keeping with the 
idea that being a progressive person means to be in tune with the times, a person who is 
equal to the challenge as Machado used to say, I tried to be informed, aware. That led me to 
understand that the people who had devoted more time to thinking about matters of a literary 
or general artistic kind, had come to a series of conclusions in the 20th century that were 
absolutely clear and simple to understand. In short, those conclusions would be as follows: as 
Xavier Sabater mentioned, up to the 20th century poetry had essentially been something 
sonic, that is, an organization based on hearing which, for that reason, consisted in measured 
verse, that had metre, rhyme… a series of typically sonic components that also featured an 
orality which reflected the fact that it was something collective. Poetry was something to be 
heard in a group, collectively, hardly ever to be read in private. Afterwards, all the new media 
progressively appeared, the new technologies -from the technology of sound reproduction to 
that of the image, television, etc- begun. It was all readily available and it involved new forms 
of human experience. As McLuhan put it, each new technology extends, complements, 
enhances the very human sensory organs, in such a way that we become something else. 
Summing up, sound for me was a discovery from the perspective that there existed a poetry 
that was meant to be heard, a poetry that can be referred to as poetry of sound, which was 
called phonetic poetry when I got to know it because it came indeed from the early avant-
gardes. There is a poetic to be seen, there is a poetic to be acted and, naturally, nowadays 
there is a poetic for the Internet, etc. Each poetic can relate to the remaining forms and, in fact, 
it can be interpreted. Actually, what I usually do is to present visual poems turned into sound 
poems through their interpretation. But in each case there is a complete autonomy; each one 
has its own virtuality, its own capacity, and thatʼs how they work.  

 

JI: There is a clear difference between the three of you. The sound poetry of Fernando Millán 
comes from visual poetry where, in many cases, the visual object is like some sort of diagram 
or score. In Bartolome Ferrandoʼs case it comes from what we could call action or 
performance as an in situ work, as a piece created at a specific location. And in the case of 
Xavier Sabater it is caused by a product that, at the end of the day, uses various mediums 
and formats such as video, computers, hard disks, etc. I would like to ask each of you to go 
into that sort of difference in depth, for the origins are clearly different and they also bring 
about very different results. 

 



BF: In my case I started a magazine called Texto Poético in which we included a series of 
very simple action proposals for readers, where in fact the invitation extended to the other 
was the most important element. One day somebody asked me why didnʼt we do something 
instead of just making so many proposals. Essentially, there were two of us running the 
magazine and we decided to create a series of stagings of the proposals included in it. Thatʼs 
how I begun this practice of poetical action art and eventually, from this moment on, or a little 
later, I joined forces with people from the realm of music (Rojo, Flatus Vocis Trío), and 
together we began a collective practice of a more specifically sonic nature than the one we 
are currently dealing with in this Encounter.  

 

JI: I wanted to ask you about the idea of the activity in performances, which in you case, 
functions as a vehicle for action poetry. Could you give an example? 

 

BF: Yes. For example, I have created a sound practice for which I have made some sort of 
written waistcoat that I progressively cut up with a pair of scissors, and hang from a music 
stand, reading whatever keeps coming up. I mix action poetry with sound poetry.  

 

XS   Once you start making sound poetry, audio poetry, polypoetry, you base your work on 
Dadaist and Futurist phonetics. In our case we wanted to reinvent phonetics once again. We 
paid a great deal of attention to the electrification of the voice and we used purely musical 
resources such as effect processors applied to the voice, etc. We also noticed that painters 
were doing whatever they fancied with painting; they were reinventing it from scratch, as in 
Cubism, abstract painting, Arte Povera, etc. Musicians had such a dynamism that they 
constantly reinvented musical genres while us poets were turning into classics, so we decided 
to burst poetry a little. Bursting poetry meant deviating slightly from classicism and beginning 
to reformulate the new poetical languages. That is where we discovered video as an ideal 
medium to make poetry. Later on, we found cyberpoetry, which was great because with the 
computer we could make poems that were animated, interactive even: each person could 
have their own way of dealing with the poem. As before, the Internet continued to provide new 
mediums for the diffusion of the poetic. If you google polypoetry, cyberpoetry or soundpoetry 
you will find works by young, and not so young people from all over the world. If there is 
something that I advise young people to do, it is to become poets. They will find that, when 
they are 50 or 55 years old, they will still remain young poets.  

 

FM:   It is true that, the little renown I have is as a visual poet. This is essentially due to purely 
practical or technical matters, so to speak. In my view, the most decisive elements in the 
second half of the 20th century, which are the ones I have had first-hand experience of, were 
the media and the new techniques, the technology. Hence, in those years visual poetry 
developed thanks to the advent, among other things, of photocopiers, Letraset or the 
characteristic developments in printing technology which enabled to do many things that were 
impossible before, such as making possible for people to work with images and words, 
creating combinations that up to then had only been feasible through engraving. Regarding 
sound, it is true that the means to record already existed, such as the reel-to-reel recorders 
that were already being used in and became relatively well known after WW II, the period 



when musicians started to use them. However,  they involved technical difficulties and had a 
high price, which meant that they werenʼt accessible for everyone and, furthermore, the 
diffusion possibilities were also very scarce because there simply wasnʼt anywhere with 
playback facilities. That is why those of us who began working in those days became involved 
above all in visual poetry, although this was due to purely technical reasons, for if there is 
something that I am likely to be, it is a sound poet. I belong to an oral tradition. As Andalusian 
I was born in a world where everything was settled on a person-to-person basis and later on, 
even during the years I spent in Madrid, I kept that alive to a certain extent. Although it is 
something that I have experienced and felt, it is also true that in our educated, more or less 
civilized world, the voice is a complex issue. As you know Franco ruled, among other things, 
that radio presenters were to use a flat intonation, that they were to speak in a neutral, non-
regional way and he persecuted regional languages, etc., a burden which weighed down our 
generation. Possibly, it wasnʼt until the 80s that I got rid of that burden and discovered I had a 
voice. I am the son of a baker and, as you probably know, bakers sleep during the day, so 
that their children are not to make noise. This distressed me throughout my childhood and 
part of my youth because I was told that I talked too loudly, -as is obviously the case-, and 
that I was hollow*. To me this sounded terrible, for I imagined that, being hollow, I was going 
to fly away, that the air was going to sweep me along… little fantasies, that sort of thing. Thus, 
as I said, I didnʼt discover until the 80s that I had a voice and that I could use it. I first began 
using it in what is known as visual poetry, for, as the Brazilian concrete poets had said in the 
50s, every good visual poem is also a good score. So that was what I started doing. This 
wasnʼt out of some sort of predilection; in reality, it is very likely that if I am a poet at all it is 
because I wasnʼt able to become anything else, so this has no merit. 

 

JI: Since there might be some terms that the audience is not too familiar with, we have tried to 
explain that when we talk about poetry we arenʼt particularly referring to the poetry of Antonio 
Machado or the rhyming poems that are found in books, but rather to the poetry that takes 
place on a stage and in which, rather than words, an action might be found. And thatʼs also 
called poetry. The concept of poetry has been broadened. Of poetry that doesnʼt take place in 
a book, that leaps off the page, which is a phenomenon that occurred in the late 19th century 
thanks to such people as Stephane Mallarmé, among others. Then a time came when poets 
began to free themselves from the page and looked for orality once again. It could be said 
that they create music with the sound of words, with phonetic poetry, sound poetry and action 
poetry.  

 

FM: When poetry is discoursive, traditional, such as the poetry of Machado for instance -by 
the way, Iʼm pretty sure you are already familiar with the definition which states that he was 
one of the greatest poets of the 19th century who happened to live through a considerable 
portion of the 20th-, it is a poetry logically referred to as discoursive, based on words and not 
on sentences. We donʼt know if they emphasized more [than us]. There are recordings, but 
the ones by Machado or Unamuno are of a very bad quality, they sound wizened, and donʼt 
tell us anything. Picture to yourselves a group of people in a Romantic drawing-room reciting. 
Imagine, for example, this quartet, attributed to Lope de Vega, that I will try to recite 
theatrically (“what have I got that my friendship you seek, what interests in your wake, my 
Jesus, that at my door covered in dew the dark winter nights you spend…”) this is the 
theatrical version of the poem, and the one that is clearer to us, but there are other ones “in-
between”. There are musicians, such as Llorenç Barber or Carles Santos, who have produced 



an important sound poetry output. Most of us do not ascribe too much importance to names, 
to how this form of poetry should be referred to. Experience has taught us that one works with 
such things as time, space, interrelationships, semanticity, orality, etc., and that those things 
are what truly matters, not the fact that we use this or that name. As you know there is a great 
debate in traditional poetry about the existence of an Andalusian poetry, for in it we use 
colloquial Spanish (not Castilian as it is usually said), unlike the Galizian, Basque or 
Catalonian cases, in which authors use their mother tongue. A few months ago, a Doctorate 
student of Profesor Cozar from Seville sent me a questionnaire for his thesis, which dwelled 
on the existence of Andalusian poetry. I replied that I didnʼt know whether it existed or not, but 
that if it existed it would certainly be related phonetics. It is possible to illustrate colloquial 
speech and phonetics by means of video or audio recordings, but it is impossible to do so 
through writing. Letʼs not forget that when one gives up oneʼs roots, one dries up. When one 
is forced to talk in a different way than the one in which oneʼs mother taught him/her to speak, 
one is no longer oneself, and that is something people in power know and exploit. When Juan 
Ramón Jiménez was asked how he managed to write in such a special way, he said: “there is 
no secret, nor anything special to it; I write in the same manner my mother talked”.  

 

• ”To be hollow” [“estar hueco” in Spanish]. Informal expression used mostly in the 
South of Spain to express wonder at the amount of noise produced by children talking or 
shouting [T.N.]. 
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RADIOPHONIC CREATION IN SPAIN 
José Iges  
 

The present article gathers references encompassing from the 40s to the present day, 
bearing in mind that the previous stages have already been covered by the piece that 
Professor Miguel Molina wrote for this publication.  

 

From the 40s to the 80s 

In order to understand and evaluate the panorama of Spanish radio that local authors 
found at the beginning of the 20th century, it is advisable to recall that, while sound 
experimentation –related to electronic audio technology- took place in postwar Europe, with 
the creation of the Club dʼEssai in French radio, the Electronic Music Studio at Cologneʼs 
WDR or, a little later, the Phonology studio of the RAI in Milan, it didnʼt produce any echoes 
whatsoever in the state-run radio of a country –Spain- that remained isolated also from 
those influences. Not even in the 60s, with the excuse of the economic take-off and a 
certain necessity of international legitimation of the Regime through culture and artʼs shop 
window, does RNE [Spanish National Radio in its Spanish acronym] make room for sound 
experimentation with electronic technology. Not until the 80s is there a true consciousness 
–exception made of honourable exceptions- about the existence of a radiophonic art as a 
practice linked to experimentation within and intended for that very medium, be this due to 
the lack of sensitivity in the competent bodies, or to the want of initiative by the authorsʼ in 
that direction. Only the inclusion of relevant works in the Prix Italia, such as We, by Luis de 
Pablo, -entered by SER-, Radio Stress by Miguel Alonso, or Jondo by Francisco Guerrero 
–both produced and entered by RNE- can be quoted as scarce luminaries in this dark 
panorama. And among dramatic authors, it is possible to find just a few names, although 
some of them are certainly distinguished. However, this is no reason why we should forget 
to acknowledge the remarkable work of adapters, scriptwriters, actors and production 
teams in so many radio dramas and dramatic adaptations of great works from our literature, 
an honour that is mainly to be bestowed upon the troupes of actors –who disappeared in 
the 90s- of Radio Madrid and Radio Nacional (RNE). As a matter of course, in this 
evaluations I will be given leave not to include within radiophonic art, currently concerning 
us, the serials that dazzled Spanish audiences in the 50s –that should, indeed, be 
considered as part of the job of the radiophonist, which is quite a different thing-. To that 
period and works Professor Pedro Barea has dedicated an excellent volume entitled “La 
Estirpe de Sautier”, which I fully recommend 1. 

 

Before the advent of the trend represented by radio serials, in 1945 Spanish radio 
incorporated in RNEʼs “Teatro Invisible” the adaptation of “a wide palette of purely 
theatrical plays that, previously modified and adapted to radiophonic art, replaced visual 
sensation by the surrealist effect of hearing, which constituted a true ostentation of acoustic 
technique, as regards radiophonic scenic relief” 2 . This very phenomenon took place in 
Radio Madrid and Radio Barcelona. However, it should be mentioned that in Spain radio 
drama failed to summon the great contemporary authors, exception made of those cases 
that prove the rule, as we already mentioned. Among those, we shall quote the script Las 
Cintas Magnéticas [The Magnetic Tapes] by dramatist Alfonso Sastre, a work that, to our 
knowledge, never had a radiophonic production.  



 

 

From the FM boom to Ars Sonora 

Along with political transition a second wave of interest in FM radio came to our country. 
The first wave had taken place a few years earlier and it had progressively shaped a new 
listener profile in the early 70s. It was in that second period, we contend, when not only the 
established stations, whether private or public, cleared the way for other musical and 
cultural contents, but also when independent radio stations such as Radio Pica in 
Barcelona, Radio PUSA in Valencia, Radio Camas in Seville or Radio Vallekas in Madrid 
emerged. The role that Radio Juventud played as a “school of radio” in Madrid should also 
be noted, as well as the new generation of radiophonists who burst into Radio 3 of RNE 
with the arrival of democracy. On mentioning them, we canʼt strictly allude to any concrete 
works or productions in this particular field, but rather to the relevant fact that radio yielded 
to a technology more in keeping with a new audience –the frequency modulation or FM 
broadcasting- which brought about quality improvements to a broadcasting which already 
was stereophonic- and which went hand in hand with a greater self-demand in relation to 
the novelty of the above-mentioned contents, which were aimed at a potential accomplice 
listener, who didnʼt merely hear but also began to listen in a different way.  

 

Earlier on we mentioned the existence of isolated productions –distinguished in their own 
right- during that period. However, not until 1988, on occasion of the frame agreement 
signed between the INAEM (National Institute for Scenic Arts and Theatre) and RNE 
(Spanish National Radio) –still in force- did the possibility of producing radiophonic art 
works in Spanish radio on a regular basis begin to take shape. The above-mentioned 
agreement contemplates the coparticipated production between the CDMC (Centre for the 
Diffusion of Contemporary Music) and Radio 2 –nowadays Radio Clasica- of 
musical/radiophonic works or, -to phrase it according to the terminology that I have been 
using since I wrote my PhD Thesis on Radiophonic Art 3, of works belonging to musical 
and mixed–or hybrid- genres. In parallel to this, the agreement also enabled the realization 
of radio dramas co-produced with the long gone CNNTE (National Centre for New Scenic 
Trends). This took place in a station –Radio 2- that for the first time in our radio 
broadcasting history featured a stable slot in its programming devoted to sound art and, in 
particular, to radiophonic art: Ars Sonora (created in 1985 by José Iges and Francisco 
Felipe and directed since 1987 by the author of this lines). 

That program has also been undertaking coproductions with other institutions 
–Goethe Institut, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Council of Tenerife- and radio stations –WDR, 
ORF, Radio France, YLE…- especially since the creation of the Ars Acústica Group within 
the EBU (European Broadcasting Union) in 1989. 
 

Ars Sonora – a name, incidentally, suggested by Miguel Alonso- has so far contributed to 
the production of more than 80 pieces, belonging to the various radiophonic genres and, in 
a vast majority of cases, created by Spanish authors. Among the productions belonging to 
the narrative-dramatic genres we should mention the productions of Lonely Express, by 
Ricardo Bada –featuring the voice of Jose Luis Gómez-, Mísero Próspero, by José Sánchis 
Sinisterra, -directed by the author- Y no volver jamás en cinco años, by J.A. Almendros, or 
the radiodrama adaptation –“escansión radiofónica”- of the narrative work Animales 
Domésticos by José Iges created by Dante Raiteri. This is no doubt a scant background for 



this field, but it should be borne in mind that, due to the fact that ArsSonora belongs to the 
programming schedule of Radio Clásica, the works produced within this space have so far 
pertained to those other previously mentioned genres. 

 In the musical and hybrid genres the list of productions is very substantial and, 
without doubt, the most distinguished one that might be displayed by Spanish radio. 
Moreover, many of those works have been played in international forums and specialized 
programs in the better part of European countries, Canada, Australia, USA, Mexico, 
Argentina, Colombia and Cuba. And they have represented Spanish artistic creation in 
such contests as Prix Italia, Macrophon Festival or Radio Brno Prix, and international 
events organized by group Ars Acustica in Matera (Rassegna AUDIOBOX 1988 y 1990), 
London (Radio Beyond, 1992) and Helsinki (Wings of Sound, 1993), radiophonic mammoth 
events Horizontal Radio (1995) and Rivers & Bridges (1996)  or the special broadcastings 
“Artʼs Birthday”, so far held in 2005 and 2006. 

Let us mention, in an unavoidably biased selection, works as TATETITOTU (1991) by 
Esther Ferrer, Desolación de la ciudad (1992) by Francisco Felipe, Libro I (2000) by 
Ramón González-Arroyo, Trueno (1996) by María de Alvear, Ludus Ecuatorialis (1990-91) 
by Ricardo Bellés and J. Iges, Argot (1991) by Concha Jerez and J. Iges, Caminando 
(2002) by Andrés Lewin-Richter, Metalógica (1998) by Modisti, A-roving (1993) by Eduardo 
Polonio, Viva Madrid, que es la Corte (1991) by Valcárcel Medina, or Zambra 44.1 (1991) 
by Adolfo Núñez.  In spite of their intentional and stylistic diversity, all these works have 
two things in common: they were produced by Ars Sonora and are included, as I write the 
present article, in the MASE list, currently accessible at www.mase.es 

 

From here and there 

The growing vitality Spanish authorsʼ radiophonic production since the late 80s has clearly 
proved that it is a discipline making its way in international forums and doing so according 
to the artistic languages of the day, that is to say, already distantly removed from 
references to radio serials and postwar radiophonic adaptations. Alongside the above-
mentioned international projection implemented through Ars Sonora, other such instances 
should also be mentioned: that of Spanish-German author Maria de Alvear, a disciple of 
Kagel in Cologne who created her first “hörspiel” in 1989 under the name Y la tierra oyó….; 
the international productions by Iges/Jerez of Labirinto di linguagii in Italy, Rassegna 
AUDIOBOX, 1990, and Argot, which was presented in 1991 as a performance, ephemeral 
installation and radiophonic work in Austria, at Viennaʼs Museum Moderner Kunst; or their 
participation in MACROPHON Festival (1994) with La Ciudad de Agua, or Tagebuch 
(1998), a piece produced by the WDR in Cologne and short-listed for that yearʼs Karl-
Szcuka-Preis; or Javier Arizaʼs success at the III Radioart contest La Muse en Circuit with 
his piece Low Level (1997).  We should also mention the radiophonic works that artist Juan 
Muñoz began to create in 1992 featuring, on occasion, so illustrious a guest as John 
Malkovich himself. 

However, within our own territory, June 1993 saw the emergence of an interest in 
radiophonic art from university itself: Cuencaʼs Faculty of Fine Arts witnessed the birth of 
Radio Fontana Mix (RFM) owing to the support of Professor Jose Antonio Sarmiento – who, 
incidentally, authored a very remarkable work created in those very facilities in 1999: El Ojo 
del Silencio-. RFM is also a channel open to sound art, something that became evident 
with the organisation of SON ARTʼ 95 -an encounter for sound and radiophonic art-, and it 
devotes long broadcasting sessions to airing works of, among others, John Cage, Llorenç 



Barber, Valcárcel Medina or the author of this text. Anyhow, the activities of RFM are 
embedded within a teaching approach devoid of artistic genre barriers or aesthetic 
categories, open to experimentation and self-regulation. The project would soon 
incorporate the Centro de Creación Experimental and produce the RAS (Sound Art 
Review) CD series, relying for this purpose on the collaboration of students, among which 
Kepa Landa, Javier Ariza or Ricardo Echevarría  stand out.  

At the turn of the century, the web has contributed to give momentum to radiophonic art, 
through the initiative of some youth collectives, while other proposals have begun to fade. 
Besides, some centres for the arts have shown a deep or episodic concern about those 
manifestations, such as CCCB or the Santa Mónica Centre in Barcelona, the MUSAC in 
León –which has run a Radio Art contest in 2006-, La Casa Encendida or the Círculo de 
Bellas Artes de Madrid –which hosted the 1st International Encounter of Radiophonic Art 
“Ciudades Invisibles” in 1992, organized by RNE Radio 2 (Ars Sonora), and has a radio 
station -Radio Círculo- with a purely cultural content, at its disposal. Not to mention the 
“Xornadas de Prácticas Radiofónicas” recently held at the CGAC (Galician Centre for 
Modern Arts) and the Universidad de Santiago. However, it is unfortunate that, with the 
exception of Cuenca and Valencia, public universities donʼt seem to be taking any relevant 
steps on behalf of radiophonic art. At all events, things change quickly and in the near 
future many more changes are yet to be seen or, rather, heard.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Pedro Barea: La Estirpe de Sautier, Ed. El País-Aguilar, Madrid, 1994 

2 (“Editorial” in magazine Sintonía, no 1, Madrid, 1947, p.3. 

3 José Iges: Radio Art. A sound art for the electronic space of radiodiffusion.UCM, Madrid, 
1997. 

4 References to both projects can be found at:  

   Horizontal Radio: http://www.kunstradio.at/HORRAD/horrad.html 

   Rivers & Bridges: http://www.kunstradio.at/RIV_BRI/PROJECTS/SPAIN/spain.html 

5 Further info at: http://www.uclm.es/cdce/act/act1.html 

 

 



 
 
 
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
SOUND INSTALLATION IN SPAIN 
SOUND, FORM AND SPACE 
by Mikel Arce 
 

When we talk or theorize about the multiple forms of representation of our current visual 
discourses, it is becoming increasingly necessary to reserve a reasonably sized space for 
the many forms in which the sonic, sound, becomes the main axis and drive behind that 
which is being represented. 

Leaving aside (but not behind) its manifestations and adjectived musical forms, as well as 
those of an obvious audiovisual character, sound has progressively become an 
increasingly frequent feature in all or virtually all the facets of Contemporary Art. 

When it is linked to other ways of representation or serves as a vehicle for them we talk 
about or refer to them as sound installations, sound sculptures or sound objects; sound is 
thus embodied in the piece and directs it. In the piece, the approach or sonic proposal 
may take on elements and partake of traditional and modern visual art discourses so that 
they become incorporated in the resultant work. In these manifestations sound is 
consciously materialized; that is to say, it is incorporated to the work that produces it or 
“sounds”. 

The presence of sound, or the reference to sonic elements in any of its possible 
manifestations, throughout the history of Spanish Contemporary Art, and already focusing 
ourselves on what we call “Sound Installations/Sculptures”, is not an isolated occurrence, 
nor an expressive means exclusive to artists restricted to the appropriately named “Sound 
Art”: I will give as an example the sculptural installation-intervention “El peine de los 
vientos” [the windʼs comb, N.T.] by Eduardo Chillida, in which this artist creates a very 
coherent intervention in the visual as well as “sonic” landscape of a very definite place in 
San Sebastian. In that place he didnʼt just create and develop a new visual and sculptural 
environment, absolutely in keeping with the landscape of sea, rocks and woodland 
surrounding it, but rather -being fully aware of its sonic reality (waves breaking upon the 
rocks)-, he proposed and developed, together with contemporary musician Luis de Pablo, 
seven perforations perfectly situated and marked on the surface of the platform. Chillidaʼs 
intention was to somehow “urbanize”, intervene and/or direct the sound that already 
existed in that place, channelling and organizing it. Thus, he was at the same creating a 
piece that today would be considered as belonging to what is usually known as “sound 
landscape”. 

 
The sea, according to the strength and energy with which it enters the subsoil of the comb, 
will produce a pressure on the air that, as it is released through each of the seven orifices, 
will cause the sea and the air pressed by the waves to make sounds corresponding to the 



seven notes in the scale as it gets out. (Or, at least, that is what happens and can be 
ascertained if we record –as I have personally done- the sound produced by each of the 
seven orifices and reproduce them in the corresponding order: they will produce 
analogous sounds to those of the traditional musical scale). Commonly, we only hear the 
sum of all seven sounds produced simultaneously, the only variation being that of the 
intensity of the whole in connection to the sea state. 

 

LUGAN 

Changing the focus towards sound installation under a stricter perspective, more in 
keeping with avant-garde art standpoints, we simply must make reference, inasmuch as 
something created in Spain, and as a pioneer of a way of understanding sound beyond its 
customary and constricted forms of creation and diffusion, to our great artist Lugan, 
acronym of Luis García Núñez (Madrid, 1929), electronic technician by trade, who began 
(as so many other artists whose work finally led to Sound Art) by painting, figuratively in its 
early stages, at a latter phase developing towards the abstract, and continuing during the 
60s with the research on the relationship between the visual and the electronic, which 
finally translated into audiovisual/tactile and multi-sensorial works. 

In the work of Lugan a constant feature appears: the integration of various arts, the 
creation of synergies: that is to say, mediums that are added to and complement other 
mediums, thus accommodating elements traditionally considered as non-artistic in his 
works and encouraging spectators to use several senses (hear-touch-smell) to verify, 
observe and conclude the work. 

Thanks to his technological knowledge of the electronics of those days, Lugan found a 
domain that had so far hardly been explored by visual artists, conceiving works that are 
interactive, calculated, detailed and related to the space containing them. 

Lugan was a pioneer, inasmuch as he conceived art as something with increasingly less 
limits, devoid of boundaries, far freer and more advanced than could be conceived, let 
alone understood, in those days and in Francoʼs Spain; an art of the senses in which the 
spectator would also become the protagonist of the work, the one who completed it. 

 
Lugan: Bosque de mensajes 
 
His experimental bent and eagerness to participate in new research projects on the 
elaboration of artistic products, led Lugan to become involved in the Visual Forms 
Automatic Generation Seminar, created by Ernesto García Camarero on December 1968 
at the Computation Centre of Universidad Complutense, Madrid, were he realized the 



work “Scrap Computer Sensitive to Human Touch”, which he presented at the Computable 
Forms exhibition, which opened on June 25 1969 at the above mentioned centre. In 
contrast to the remaining participants involved in the Madridʼs experience, the distinctive 
and unique feature of Luganʼs work consisted in the fact that instead of concerning himself 
with software and the elaboration of products by developing a program, he focused his 
attention on the machineʼs hardware, that is, in its different body parts and electronic 
components in order to create the work, as mentioned, by means of electronic debris and 
scrap parts. 

The Dadaist and ironical character of some of Luganʼs works is evident in such pieces as 
“Random telephones”, performed at the Pamplona Encounters held on June 1972, in 
which Lugan carried out one of his most daring interventions and installations. On the one 
hand, a hundred telephones distributed along different spots throughout the city allowed, 
by means of a complex networked system -which wiring was possible thanks to the 
collaboration of Telefónica-, the members of the public to freely communicate while, on the 
other hand, ten phone boxes with telephones connected not only to the various activities 
of the Encounters, but also to bars, schools, repair shops and even a brothel were set up. 
Another such example can be found in his piece “Convergent Listening” (1989), an 
homage to Lily Greenham, an artist closely connected since the late 50s to various fields 
of contemporary artistic creation  (music, happening, concrete poetry, abstract painting). 
The piece consists in a telephone through which visitors can listen to a recital of concrete 
poetry in English by Lily Greenham. 

 

CONCHA JEREZ- JOSÉ IGES 

This tandem of artists, formed in the late 80s, has developed an intense activity and a vast 
production in the domain of Sound Installation ever since. Igesʼ concern with the  

development of works along spatial and specifically visual lines and Jerezʼs inclination 
towards the realm of sound led them to produce joint works in parallel to their individual 
trajectories, a collaboration based on the solid musical background of both and the 
extensive trajectory of Concha Jerez in the realm of Conceptual Art. The influences 
exerted by Fluxus movement, through the figure of its representative in Spain, Wolf Vostel, 
and by grupo ZAJ, especially through Juan Hidalgo and Esther Ferrer, as well as by the 
approach of Isidoro Valcárcel Medina, are evident.   The vast and prolonged work of this 
two artists puts forward contents and concepts that can be analyzed from different angles: 
from the sum total of all the elements featured, from the interferences that these (sonic-
visual-symbolic) aspects create between them, or from the sheer aesthetics of the work, 
always extremely meticulous. 

On occasion, they have also directed their work towards themes related to control and 
electronic surveillance, as in the interactive installation “Polyphemusʼ Eye” presented in 
the 1997 Ars Electronica Festival. In “Polyphemusʼ Eye”, that scrutinizing eye became a 
peephole by which spectators became “voyeurs”. Concurrently, a camera recorded their 
movements and transferred them to a monitor which in turn was what they were really 
observing. Another camera permanently streamed images through the Internet of what 
was taking place there, thus implementing that telematic control. It was also possible to 
participate on an online discussion forum about the issue. On an independent large screen, 
footage taken by surveillance cameras in different European cities and mixed with images 
of the very spectators in attendance were displayed; the people attending had access to 
operating the cameras or recording the conversations that were taking place in the first 
space. 



 

 

 
Concha Jerez: Jardín de palabras escritas 7. 

 

In “Net-Opera” (a project also developed for the web) a course through some of 
Jerez/Igesʼ central concerns unfolds. Image clusters of ruins, population displacement, 
war, etc., taken from daily news and fading ghost-like into those other images of 
superficiality, luxury, excess, which quite casually coexist with the former ones, are 
presented much in the same manner in which they daily appear. The idea of mixing 
fragments from various realities went on to assume a new dimension, for the spectator 
himself was able to interact at the exhibitory space with those endless layers or 
representations of the real by means of a series of sensors. 

“Persona” is the latest intermedia installation by Concha Jerez and José Iges. A work that 
dwells on the paradoxical relationships between identity, personality and appearance and 
in which interactivity and audience participation play an essential role. 

In this exhibition, visual and sonic elements, enhanced by means of digital and interactive 
technologies bring about and create paradoxical impressions: hidden cameras and secret 
sensors, equivocal mirrors, elusive music and sounds and a constant flow of that which is 
most inapprehensible and essential to life: water. 

Video and photograph projections, as well as a subtle interactive system of lighting and 
sound transforms the rigid structure of an architectural space into a sensitive, permeable 
and shifting membrane which responds to the movement of visitors. 

The intervention or adaptation of the installation space to the actual installation is yet 
another constant feature of the Sound Installations by Jerez/Iges, as in fact is the case of 
this work or of “Jardín de Palabras” [Garden of Words] by Concha Jerez, their forms being 
adapted and changed according to the spaces where they are displayed, be them the 
Koldo Mitxelena, (San Sebastian), Círculo de Bellas Artes (Madrid) or Fundación Antonio 
Gala (Córdoba), etc. 

 

 

 

 



 

JOSE ANTONIO ORTS 

Having studied musical composition with Amando Blanquer, Luciano Berio, Iannis Xenakis 
and Yoshihisa Taïra, J.A. Orts won a grant to go to Paris and Rome where he 
progressively discovered the artistic possibilities of a project which connected music to 
visual arts, thus creating sculptures that blended music and light by means of electronic 
circuitry. J.A. Ortsʼ installations may be considered interactive sculptures, sensitive to light 
changes and air displacements produced by audiences as they visit them, thus causing 
variations of light and sound. 

In his own words:  

“In my work I generally try to create pieces which arenʼt exclusively inert elements, that is 
to say, I strive to produce “living” pieces. This is why I endeavour to make sensitive pieces 
that capture the energy of spectators. The central idea is that the best way for a piece to 
be endowed with “life” is by causing it to take that life from the very spectator 
contemplating it or, in some cases, from the surrounding nature. 

 
José Antonio Orts: Fábrica de Melodías 
 

The form of the pieces always stems from their function and consequently there is an 
essential bond between visual form and effect produced. The distribution of the installation 
elements within the space is carried out by simultaneously bearing in mind visual, sonic 
and lighting criteria: the first, derived from the visual character of the object and from the 
architecture of the space; the second, coming from the musical composition and the 
relationship between work and spectator. The electronic materials arenʼt merely used due 
to their function (electronic) but also because they constitute the standard visual materials 
for the piece.  



The installations are designed so as to allow visitors to enter and wander about them. On 
doing so, the works are inhabited by visitors who become an essential part of them, for 
they enliven, humanize and complete them. 

 

JUAN ANTONIO LLEÓ 

He stands for a new generation of sound artists, possibly more closely related to the latest 
artistic trends and new electronic and information technologies, areas in which the 
interaction with the spectator and generation of images and sounds are achieved thanks 
to routines and programs designed and created to that end.  

Midiverso is one of the installations that best represents the work of Juan Antonio Lleó: 
The ancients believed that the harmonious movement of stars and planets generated a 
certain kind of sound, known as the music of the spheres, which was audible only by 
experiencing a certain kind of elevation. From such a suggestive groundwork Midiverso 
goes on to propose an interactive multimedia system in which the representation of 
several celestial bodies on a semisphere, some of which have sequences and algorithms 
assigned to them according to different criteria, function as MIDI-controlled note and light 
generators within some sort of mobile score. As they press the buttons, visitors 
progressively discover or modify the various aspects of the acoustic landscape, thus 
becoming composers-interpreters-listeners of sound passages of quite a unique character. 
The way these buttons are arranged allows several visitors to operate simultaneously on 
the system. A series of images, organized in scenes that follow one another in random 
sequence and in turn relate to the sound backgrounds, are projected by means of a 
multimedia application. One of the main features of the images is that they have been 
subjected to various infographic reprocessing techniques, their source being both scanned 
images or photographs and original artwork created with image generation programs (3D, 
fractals…) 

The video fragments are produced through the generation of animated 3D images, which 
are later processed by means of video editing digital applications. Transitions are 
implemented in a slow manner, more akin to contemplation than action, the result likely to 
be considered as some sort of animated painting. In turn, the device triggers MIDI files 
that are added to the interactively generated notes, which causes both systems (image 
and sound generation) to be intimately connected. An eight-channel amplifier system, 
through which the spatial dimension acquires great significance, completes the installation.  

 
Juan Antonio Lleo: Midiverso 

 



 

ADOLFO NÚÑEZ  

Adolfo Núñez has taken degrees on Composition, Guitar and Industrial Ingeneering. His 
work encompasses symphonic, electroacoustic and computer generated music, as well as 
pieces for film, radio and sound installations. Among the prizes he has won are the 
Polifonía 1982 (Cuenca), Paul & Hanna (Standford 1986, US), Bourges 1994 (France), 
Musica Novaʼ95 (Czech Republic), or Neuen Akademie Braunschweig 1996 (Germany). 
He lectures and writes in several publications on a regular basis about science and the 
application of new technologies to music. He authored the book “Informática y Electrónica 
Musical” [IT and Music Electronics, N.T.].  

His latest activities include the sound installation “Oracle”, created together with visual 
artist Carlos Urbina. In that piece, visitors could ask questions which received a text or a 
musical fragment as an answer. Responses were randomly chosen by means of a 
computer program and appeared in the form of a text or a musical fragment. As with every 
oracle or soothsaying practice, the answers virtually always have an ambiguous character 
and it is the very person asking the question, according to his innermost desires, who finds 
that which is relevant to him, who interprets the answer and, although possibly unaware of 
it or unwilling to do so, programmes his own future. 

     
Jaume Plensa: Wispern     Adolfo Nuñez: Oráculo 

 

JAUME PLENSA 

Jaume Plensa (Barcelona, 1955) is nowadays one of the most outstanding sculptors both 
on a national and international panorama, and I think it timely to mention him alongside 
those artists who work with sound, -as well as with form and space, as he is currently 
creating incredibly beautiful sculptural installations which we also consider to have a sonic 
dimension. 
 
He studied at the Llotja and at Sant Jordiʼs high school of Fine Arts and he mastered the 
techniques of sculpture while working in a mechanics repair workshop. In his most recent 
work he makes a cunning use of speech, thus imbuing it with great attractiveness and 
dynamism. In the works by Plensa, sound, silence and light occupy a prominent place. 
Wispern (whisper) 1998, provides an example: an immense project created by means of 
engraved cymbals on which drops of water progressively fall, producing a murmuring 
sound as they slide down. It is a work intended to be contemplated, listened to, meditated 



upon. “The waves of the submerged cymbal are also stony”, the resonant expansion of 
water and sound reaches the module of time, the figure of age, the bridge of identification: 
“I am not so interested in the use of weight, measure and number to define a space, as in 
obtaining energy. The drops produce various sounds, because the Proverbs of Hell by 
William Blake, which are engraved on the cymbals, have their specific weight”. Thus, the 
inscription of words, as it alters the physical properties of the object, causes the arising of 
energy, of a sound in this case, different in each instance, much as each proverb is 
expressed differently”.  

  

J.M. BERENGUER 

The work of José Manuel Berenguer, a musician and multimedia artist, manifests itself 
through countless pieces, actions and installations that arise from the use of various 
multimedia tools and his interest in given aspects of human knowledge.  

Since his first work saw the light of day in 1987, Berenguer has developed or participated 
in innumerable projects. In an interview given to a magazine –Mosaic no. 42-, on 
September 9, 2005, he defines his work thus:  

“I dedicate my time to many activities, all of which are related, to a greater or lesser extent, 
to the artistic use of sound. Some of them have a contemplative character, whereas others 
relate to cultural agitation.  

Among the first ones are what is traditionally known as musical and artistic works: musical 
pieces on a standard support, musical works that produce the stream of sounds in real 
time and/or interact with an interpreter, audiovisual pieces that generate the flux of sounds 
and images in real time according to a given algorithm, audiovisual pieces that interact 
with the userʼs gestures through sensors and interfaces, multimedia and interactive 
installations, sculptures, etc.  

Usually these works are the result of contemplating themes connected to Philosophy, 
History of Knowledge, the limits of language, Life and Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, the 
Social Metabolism of Information and a great number of other concerns that would be 
awkward to quote here in full. Mega kai Mikron, for instance, is an installation that I 
created at Metrònom with the participation of the CSICʼs National Centre for 
Microelectronics, its central contention being the infinite. In “lambda-itter”, and audio-visual 
performance for flute and two laptops that I have developed with flutist Jane Rigler, the 
main theme was the idea of flux. 

 
J. M. Berenguer: Transfer 



 

Among those activities dealing with cultural agitation, I would like to mention the ones that 
I undertake in the Orquesta del Caos and together with Côclea, namely, the co-direction of 
Sonoscop, -an archive of sound art-, Zeppelin, -a festival of sound projects-, and 
Música13. These are programming activities that emerge in response to needs of a 
theoretical nature.  

 

MIGUEL MOLINA ALARCÓN 

Sound and Intermedia artist, professor of the Sculpture Department at the Polytechnic 
University of Valencia, Miguel Molina also directs the research group Laboratorio de 
Creaciones Intermedia (LCI) at the UPV, where intermedia workshops, exhibitions and 
research projects are organized. Their last project consisted in the restoration of artistic 
sound works from the historical avant-garde (1909-1945): Futurism, Dada, Cubo-Futurism, 
Bauhaus, Activism, Ultraism, Stridentism, Postism, etc.  

   He has curated exhibitions in Valencia, Alicante, Guipúzcoa, La Rioja, … as well as in 
France, Brazil and Germany. 

   
Miguel Molina:             Miguel Molina: Mascletá Virtual 
Virtual Bank Cajero Confesionario 24h 
 

“Artistic works have been proposed from an interdisciplinary methodology susceptible of 
being used in the current historical and social status quo we find ourselves in. Hence the 
simultaneous use of old and new image media together with alternative spaces and 
channels for the communication of creative works. In contrast to ancient art as a regulator 
of natureʼs hidden powers, in this day and age the challenge lies in facing the hidden 
power of economy”.  
M. Molina. 



 
As we can see, the work of Miguel Molina unfolds in the fields of intervention, sonic 
construction and reconstruction as well as that of research.  

Among his sound works we find the following: “Political Show”, “Mascletá Virtual”, “15 
Españoles en la Habana”, “Altavoz del Frente”, “Del mono Azul al Cuello Blanco: Sonidos 
de la Era Industrial”, “Ruidos y Susurros de las Vanguardias” and “Cajero-Confesionario 
24h” (Sound Installation) 

 

MIKEL ARCE SAGARDUY 

Lastly, I will mention myself in this brief itinerary, out of which several artists will no doubt 
have been left out, as well as former and current students at the Fine Arts faculties of the 
Universidad de Castilla la Mancha (Cuenca), the Politécnica de Valencia and the 
Universidad del País Vasco, where thanks to the efforts of such teachers as José Antonio 
Sarmiento, Miguel Molina Alarcón or my own, a great number of works and sound 
installations have been developed and materialized during the last years.  

The sound installations that I have created in the last five years have somehow attempted 
to materialize sound, to create spaces where it is possible to test the relief and three-
dimensional character of sound. That is the case of Diapasones 2.5, where independent 
sounds, distributed in an “L” shape throughout the space by means of a multiphonic 
projection of eight independent channels, allowed spectators to have the opportunity to 
sample the spatial three-dimensionality of sound through a minimalist composition created 
with the sound of 4 “otto” clinical diapasons. 

In .*WAV, perhaps my best known and most diffused work, I attempted to shape and verify 
the physical quality of sound: the water contained in four trays presents the forms and 
images of sound by means of a composition based on four frequencies, four very deep 
and hardly audible wave forms that are progressively reproduced and shifted through four 
loudspeakers that support the trays. 

In “A Bruit de Souffle” I also look for new sonic forms, new ways of contemplating sound, 
in this case by means of the artificial fog generated by two ultrasound injectors that vibrate 
immersed in two containers filled with water, and modulated by two loudspeakers 
suspended over this fog, playing a composition based on two breathings.  

  
Mikel Arce: *WAV 



 
 
 
 
 
 

           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
THE TRIBULATIONS OF SOUNDSCAPE IN SPAIN 
José Luis Carles 
 

The theories and practices related to the concept of soundscape (also referred to as 
acoustic ecology by some authors, such as Truax) are concerned with the analysis of the 
complex network of relationships that exist between individuals and the sonic medium. 
This line of interest emerged in the seventies, initially promoted by Canadian composer 
and pedagogue Murray Schafer, around whom a series of projects (World Soundscape 
Project) and bodies (World Forum for Acoustic Ecology) were initiated, which develop 
techniques to study the multiple implications of the interaction between man, sound and 
medium in order to analyze, generally by means of multidisciplinary approaches, the 
acoustic environment through the integration of various disciplines (physic, social, 
psychological, anthropological, ecological, urban, aesthetic and therefore musical…)   

As a matter of fact this approach leans on various disciplines articulated around two main 
axes: landscape ecology and music, thus opening up multiple possibilities both creative 
and documentary, radiophonic or akin to pure sound research… by enabling musicians, 
researchers and those interested in the field of sound to have environmental sounds at 
their disposal as instrumental means in order to interpret any kind of environment: natural, 
rural, urban, domestic… These courses of action materialize in various applications that 
encompass from the use of electroacoustic means to making sonic trips and the actual 
“in situ” listening of a certain sound environment, as well as the edition of useful sound 
documents for urban, ecological or social analysis.  

Another significant point regards the use of electroacoustics, which will enable to 
discover overtones and peculiarities in the original sound sources that may enhance our 
auditory perception, thus contributing to bestow an aesthetic and compositive character 
to a sound work. The language of sound landscape resorts to multiple instruments and 
techniques that enable to approach sound from numerous viewpoints.  

The situation of this field in our country, as is usually the case with activities of a 
multidisciplinary nature, is regrettably wanting, scattered and devoid of structure. There 
arenʼt any bodies or stable activities, whether creative, research or academically oriented 
of any consequence and we are similarly unaware of any experiences of an associative 
or publishing character that might agglutinate or encourage the exchange of ideas and 
information.  

Therefore, we will just point out isolated initiatives and activities that relate in a more or 
less manifest way to this broad field, with the consequent risk of featuring some 
examples while leaving out others, that is to say, of necessarily presenting an incomplete 
survey.  

The first feature to be pointed out, and in this we merely follow the pattern present 
throughout the world, is the diversity of trends that exists within the field. Much as in other 
countries, one of the first trends in “soundscape” is the one developed according to the 
guidelines specified by Murray Schafer. In this regard, it is important to mention the 
research activity developed in certain centres.  

Thus, at the end of 1986 a course of action was begun at the Institute of Acoustics 
(CSIC), or rather at the psychoacousticsʼ laboratory, in relation to soundscapes, which 
followed Murray Schaferʼs guidelines and materialized in the “Study of Spanish Sound 
Patrimony” project. Since the early 90s the activity of this group was determined by the 



methodology developed in Grenoble (France) by the Cresson Laboratory and, particularly, 
by the methods contrived by researchers J.F. Augoyard and Pascal Amphoux, which are 
especially applicable to urban environments. This methodology was used in the analysis 
of the sound quality of various Spanish cities, one of which appeared in print: the study 
dealing with the sound quality of Valencia (López Barrio and Carles, J.L., Fundación 
Bancaixa, 1997).  Here I should briefly mention my own activity at the Institute of 
Acoustics to which I belonged between 1986 and 2001 and where I mainly developed 
means of analyzing the interaction between image and sound. Apart from my research 
activities, I should also mention my experience as a composer specialized in various 
soundscape techniques. Thus, from an early work El Ciclo Diario (1988), in which I 
reconstruct the sound environment of Valencia in a different age thanks to the 
impressions conveyed by chronicler Vicente Boix, to a more recent work entitled LʼOnde, 
a composition similarly based in soundscape aesthetics and awarded a prize at Bourges 
Electroacustic Music Competition (2006), as well as a series of pieces and sound works 
on various formats (audiovisual, book, CD…) always employing postulates and 
techniques akin to the idea of soundscape. This complements my divulgative task 
through publications, courses, workshops and, particularly, as producer of the Radio 
Clásica program entitled “Soundscapes”. At the moment I am especially interested in the 
analysis of multisensorial interactions (a theme on which I based my PhD Thesis), 
currently developing methods of analysis that are mainly applied to urban environments, 
such as the one recently performed on Madridʼs landscapes in collaboration with architect 
and landscape expert Cristina Palmese.  

The two trends or schools of analysis of sound ambience previously indicated, -the 
Canadian one, under a Schaferian conception of soundscape and of the acoustic 
communication promoted by Barry Truax, and the French conception advanced by the 
Cresson Laboratory (Grenoble University), more interested in sonic urbanism and which 
applies a new interdisciplinary methodological toolset -the sound effect-, also played a 
part in the works that the architect and acoustics expert Francesc Daumal developed at 
Barcelonaʼs School of Architecture. Daumal endeavoured to put into practice and bring 
into the design of everyday architecture what he himself denominates acoustic poetics 
and which has been developed in various publications in the field of acoustics and 
architecture.  

Also in a university setting, in particular at the Cuenca Campus of the Universidad de 
Castilla La Mancha, courses on sound art are conducted by Jose Antonio Sarmiento, who 
pursues an important activity for the diffusion of sound art at the Fine Arts Department. 
Relying on the collaboration of Javier Ariza, this department displays a broad 
understanding of this field, and puts great emphasis -in its academic activities and 
curriculum- on works developed within the aesthetic realm of the soundscape. The 
activity of the department concentrates on interdisciplinary research concerning the 
relationships of sound with visual arts. The publication of RAS [acronym for the Spanish 
equivalent to Sound Art Magazine] provides a broad panorama of the various strategies 
and methodologies that have permitted a growing number artists to consider the creative 
possibilities of an essentially acoustic art; Sarmiento is a Professor of the Fine Arts 
Department in Cuenca and director of the Centro de Creación Experimental at the 
Universidad de Castilla La Mancha. His artistic activities concentrate on actions, 
book/objects and sound art: he is co-editor of the magazines Sin Titulo and RAS and 
editor of the web page Arte Sonoro. In that Fine Arts Department at the Universidad de 
Cuenca also works Javier Ariza, Fine Arts PhD, Head coordinator of Radio Fontana Mix 
and of the Centro De Creación Experimental (CDCE) of the UCLM. He also is co-editor of 



the above-mentioned RAS magazine and coordinates the publishing of books: The Art of 
Fixed Sounds, by Michel Chion; and The Panic Broadcast, by Howard Koch. 

Along with these pursuits emerged in the realms of the scientific, academic and of 
architecture, the activity developed by those (sound and visual) artists who use the 
microphone to capture the world surrounding them, should also emphasized. These 
tendencies in the realm of sound art are expressed through the different ways of 
understanding soundscapes.  

Without a doubt radio is an optimal medium for the diffusion of these sonic ideas. In this 
sense, it is important to mention certain works created by composer José Iges, who is 
particularly concerned with the use of speech and sound poetry. The piece he created 
together with intermedia artist Concha Jerez in 1994, ʻLa Ciudad del Aguaʼ, combines 
sound documents from the Landscape of the Alambra, in particular the sound of water, 
with musical and interpretative elements. According to the authors “…we have measured 
ourselves against the monument and the adjoining Generalife gardens through their most 
characteristic sound, that of water, outlining an itinerary that unveils the rich and enticing 
qualities of the above mentioned fluid to the listener as s/he wanders through its 
chambers”. Much as Canadian composer Hildelgard Westerkamp shows in her 
theoretical works and practical pursuits, the activity of walking is intrinsic to the grasping 
and better understanding of soundscapes. Through a more or less willful itinerary, the 
individual becomes aware of numerous sound events and objects, clearly distinguishes 
the sequence of sound spaces he goes through and, in short, breaks the apparent 
uniformity of that acoustic reality. The poetic itinerary of Jerez and Iges through the 
Alhambraʼs sound space, presents a broad catalogue of perfectly organized sound motifs. 
Counting on the collaboration of Pablo Beneito and Esperanza Abad, Concha Jerez and 
José Iges skillfully weave the subtle water sonorities with voices, comments, singing, 
laughing, poems, flashes and engines of cameras, in “… a twelve face polyhedron, an 
essential number in the Alhambra”. 

In a different work, La ciudad resonante (1999) Iges resorts to the sounds of Madrid, 
which are mixed with those of many other cities and partially transformed through the 
almost permanent interaction with live electronic improvisation –Pedro López-, 
establishing an almost antiphonal development in which the two interpreters perform 
some kind of two-voice monologue. The city not only provides the sound materials but 
also the space, the staging in which the work unfolds as a metaphor of our own process 
of becoming.  

Within this realm we should also mention the activity developed by sound artist and 
expert in electroacustic music José Manuel Berenguer who, together with cultural 
association Coclea, is responsible for some of the most important events, initiatives and 
activities developed within the field in our country: (in Barcelona) Orchesta del Caos, En-
Red-O –devoted to electroacoustic music-, CCCB-Zeppelin Festival, –dedicated to 
multimedia- and (in Gerona) Música 13 Festival.  

Another important trend in the field of soundscape in Spain, which also presents a wide 
international projection, has been represented in the last few years by the work of 
composer Francisco López. In his case, sound environments are considered to be (in 
every sense of the word) a true  “synthesizer”, which provides all the sound matter 
required for his work. Environment sounds are processed, mixed and edited with 
electronic equipment to such a point that the identification and meaning associated with 
the particular sounds disappears, thus being transformed into musical instruments at the 
composerʼs service.  



Therefore, we find ourselves in the midst of activities that are the result of the interaction 
and integration between “soundscapes” and electroacoustic and general audio 
technologies. “Soundscapes” can be thus understood as part of “electronic art”, due to 
their dependence on recording, telecommunication and information processing electronic 
technologies. Obviously, we should add the remaining elements of the system: that of 
sound reception or perception and those of the context, space or environment in which 
sounds occur. This global and multidisciplinary view, which requires whole teams with 
specialists in different disciplines, is what our country so far unfortunately lacks.  

On the other hand, given the deep integration with the electroacoustic community, it is 
important, when it comes to prying into the history of soundscape in our country, to 
scrutinize both the centres and people linked to electroacoustic music. If earlier on we 
made reference to José Manuel Berenguer, we should now mention the work of those 
composers who, like him, emerged from the milieu of the Phonos electroacoustic music 
laboratory (Alex Martínez, Doénado el Ur…). In 1994 Phonos studio became part of the 
Audiovisual Universitarian Institute at Barcelonaʼs Universitat Pompeu Fabra, which 
caused it to become integrated with the educational and research activities of the above-
mentioned university. In that setting, researcher Xavier Serra –also interested and 
knowledgeable about soundscape- has created the Grupo de Tecnología Musical, 
comprised of musicians, engineers and IT specialists, thus contributing to deepening into 
the development of new music software programs. These systems are based on a 
simplified synthesis of sound after having performed a sound analysis through a process 
highly similar to actual sound perception, by the name of “Spectral Modeling Synthesis” 
or S.M.S, which allows the analysis, transformation and synthesis of sound. The purpose 
behind it is to reduce the memory that a computer uses to store sounds and, in turn, 
enable a synthesis that is more similar to psychoacoustic reality and less connected to an 
instrumental empiricism that is far removed from what we perceive. 

Llorenç Barber, a peculiar author with a deep knowledge of avant-garde tendencies 
whose practical background as a result features sounscape theories, has created works 
inspired in the relationship between sound and environment –mainly urban- whether they 
are his spectacular bell concerts, his naumaquias –works inspired and centred on 
dockyard atmospheres-, or his urban concerts. The works he has created in what is 
known as multi-focal music constitute beautiful and innovative sound composition 
proposals intended for open urban spaces. These proposals lead to a constant 
reinvention of collective space by means of sound and, therefore, to suggest new artistic 
behaviours. Although the most obvious manifestation of this urban music by Llorenç 
Barber are his bell concerts, since the mid-eighties he has increasingly featured other 
sound sources: wooden rattles, horns, fireworks, artillery salutes, drums, whistles and 
foghorns, pieces of metals, cannon-shoots, resonating tubes and, on especial occasions, 
bands: symphonic, army, processional, bull-fighting, rural, pasodoble or children bands. 
All of them are dealt with as a “mobile element” susceptible of following itineraries among 
the audience in open-air or indoor squares, or playing in terraces or balconies.  

In the field of campanology, although from an ethnologic rather than a strictly musical 
approach, the work of the Gremi de Campaners de Valencia, a group coordinated by 
anthropologist Françesc Llop that carries out an important task of reinstatement and 
diffusion of traditional bellringing mainly from the city of Valencia, should also be stressed. 
They provide interesting online information (http://campaners.com/) 

 



The case of Pedro Elías, who has developed works (a.k.a. Derivas [driftings]) by means 
of sound elements from various cities, is that of a composer interested in the musical 
representation of urban space, which he creates by resorting to techniques akin to 
electroacoustic music.  

We should necessarily make reference to the existence of new generations of artists who 
show a particular interest in the field of soundscape, whether they come from a musical, 
visual arts, architectural, or technical background… The characteristic of these young 
generations to be pointed out is their flexibility and capacity of adaptation in 
interdisciplinary work, confluence of techniques and languages from various disciplines 
and the extent to which new technologies are used.  

Thus is the case of young architect Ricardo Atienza, originally coming from an 
architectural background, he is currently based at the Cresson Laboratory in Grenoble 
where he is developing his PhD Thesis on the importance of the concept of Sonic Identity 
and its application to the Urban Project. As a sound artist, Ricardo Atienza has co-
authored, together with members of the Cresson team, a collective installation by the 
name of  “ambiances sonores”, a work installed in 2004 at La Briqueterie (an old brick 
factory from mid 19th century currently transformed into an “Ecomuseum”), in Ciry-le-
Noble (Burgundy). As Atienza himself indicates, the proposed theme is to work on the 
connections existing between identity and heritage. In particular, the objective is to evoke 
the identity of the place through its memory (interviews to former workers who described 
the last years of the factoryʼs functioning), its current state (sound samples taken on 
location at different times of day, in different seasons) and a projection into the future (the 
proposal of new locations and configurations for the building). The installation was 
developed with the intent that it should subsequently remain at the Ecomuseo, by way of 
living guide (the building may be currently visited) able to reinstate some of the lost vigour 
(reintroducing speech, human activity…). The entire sound material gathered contributes 
to support the proposal of a range of possible or likely tours around the premises.  

In the same line, another notable reference to be included along these interactions 
between architecture and sound is that of Alex Arteaga, generally based in Berlinʼs 
Polytechnic University and, much as in the above mentioned case of Ricardo Atienza and 
the Cresson works, responsible for a series of sound installations that illustrate a 
reflection on the relationships existing between sound art and architecture. Concerned 
with the possibilities of pure sounds within architectural spaces that exploit the acoustic 
possibilities of the space as compositional means, Arteaga has created several collective 
experiences in buildings constructed by Mies van der Rohe in Berlin.  

Finally, we should also mention a series of young authors such as Pablo Sanz, Chiu 
Longina, Juan Gil, Julio Gómez, Pedro Jiménez.., who are responsible as musicians, 
sound artists or sound activists for projects related to sound and electronic music. Their 
projects can currently be consulted at the websites www.artesonoro.org and 
www.mediateletipos.net, which are true digital sound clusters full of news, information 
and sound projects.  

As an example of this online sound cluster we should also mention the recent activities 
undertaken by Galician group www.Escoitar.org, who are currently developing an 
ambitious project of documentation and web publishing of Galician soundscapes, which 
uses GoogleMap program as a means of representation. This group has just published a 
remarkable introductory guide of the different technologies to make field recordings at 
artesonoro.org website. This brief handbook outlines an introduction to analogical and 
digital recorders, dealing with portable devices such as DAT or MiniDisc recorders, direct 



recording onto hard drive, Hi-MD and MP3 recorders, Flash memory chips, etc. They also 
analyze the different types of microphone, (the best stands, accessories and cables for 
this kind of portable recordings sessions). Along this line consisting in the insertion of 
sound recordings into the map of a certain area by using GoogleMap system, the work of 
Artelekuʼs AudioLab, who are currently working on the creation of a sound map of the 
Basque Country, should be mentioned. Both cases are participative projects in which 
anyone interested can record the sounds of an environment and thus make it available 
for listening and thus share the field recordings. These recordings can be accessed 
online (www.soinumapa.net) but can also be downloaded by those interested into their 
computers. Naturally, they are qualitative sound maps, in contrast or as a complement to 
the conventional noise maps developed by the sound pollution departments of local 
councils, in which the sound sources themselves are not recorded but only the numerical 
data corresponding to the physical parameters of noise (mainly sound levels in dB (A)).  

Finally, by way of small consolation for our own shortages and due to its informative 
interest, we should mention the work of a collective that, although they develop their 
activities outside Spain, they do so in Spanish, which causes the development of a 
comprehensive web page that gathers the most relevant collection of information about 
soundscapes in this language, -featuring interviews, information and translation of articles 
by some of the most relevant authors in the field (Murray Schafer, Barry Truax, Hildegard 
Westerkamp, Hans-Ulrich Werner…)- to be of utmost interest. They are the Paisaje 
Sonoro Uruguay collective, based at the Escuela Universitaria de Música of the 
Universidad de Uruguay in Montevideo (http://www.eumus.edu.uy). 
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ABOUT SOUND 
Bartolomé Ferrando 
 

-Talking about sound, understanding it in a broad sense. About a sound concept that 
doesnʼt exclude the asymmetrical, unfitting, irregular, what is presented in a disorderly 
fashion. About a sound concept that embraces and extends towards dissonance, murmurs, 
whispers, noise. 

-Talking about sound is also talking about speech; about the speech that serves as a 
vehicle for various senses but also about a meaningless speech. About speech 
understood as articulation, as the distorted voice of discourse; about a noise speech. 

-If we agreed to leave aside everything that is referred to as music –said Cage- life as a 
whole would become music. Life as a whole, permeated with speech, pervaded by voices. 
Life as a whole surrounded by superimposed noises. Noises that are perceived as music 
once we mentally break down the barriers that marginalize them into a separated territory, 
until recently invested with a complete lack of interest for our attention.  

-Talking about sound is to evoke speech as music; music of rhythms; music of timbres; 
music of intensities; music of intonation contours.  

-Talking about sound is to evoke the music of speech, but also to name and give vent to 
the noise of speech; the noise-music of speech.  

-Morgenstern, Marinetti, Huidobro, Meyerhold, Hausmann, Jandl, Rühm, Dufrëne, Chopin 
or Gysin already showed their support for the music-noise of speech a long time ago.  

Distorting spoken discourse. The discourse doesnʼt flow anymore. Discourse is contorted, 
enlarged in sections, it shouts, grunts, sighs, screams. The discourse looks at us rolling its 
eyes. Whatever was its logic content it has been pushed aside like peelings. From time to 
time voice particles come loose from the whole. Some of them change places, being 
inserted at the beginning, middle or end of a bundle of vocables. The repetition of a 
syllable appears here and there, reminding of its insistent presence. The discourse 
exclaims, interrogates, glides as it whispers something or makes gargles in the throat and 
up the nose with whatever phonemes are being used at the time. Words no longer say 
anything: they have turned into a conglomerate of corpuscles which become separated 
and reorganized after their own fashion, without apparently having anything or anyone 
imposing a particular order on them, without having apparently anything or anyone pointing 
them a way to follow, without having anything or anyone enforcing meaning on them.  

Talking about sound involves saying that phonetic poetry is not only related to music but 
also to gesture: to gesture because each vocal articulation is accompanied by a certain 
attitude of the mouth and face muscles; to gesture as every phonetic articulation is 
accompanied by a certain attitude of the facial muscles, the mouth, hands and, 
occasionally, the whole body.  

Talking about sound involves stating that phonetic poetry does not only relate to music but 
also to writing: to a writing of smitten words, of syllabic pieces, of letter fragments that are 
occasionally enjambed over one another, appearing to be impassable for the voice, but not 
for the eyes. A writing of residues articulable along the territory comprising from the tip of 



the tongue to that other one situated in the nasal cavity or at the brink of the throat. A 
writing that appears typographically enlarged and, suddenly, disappears almost completely. 

Phonetic poetry and sound poetry are thus meshed with music, writing and gesture, thus 
forming not so much a collage or a mere approach or coexistence but a true crossbreeding 
of signs. 

Talking about sound is to announce the sonic materiality of language. It is to come to 
defend an unusual phonetic articulation, often unheard of, never seen, never gestured 
before. It is to be witness to the emergence of a new vocable, of a surprising neologism. 

About sound but also related to actions; to artistic interventions in which the performerʼs 
body is present; to a performance.  

About sound but related, on the other hand, to an action that is carried out in a certain 
space. In a space that becomes a sign and shapes the perception of the person seeing the 
piece; in a material, corporeal space, in which the body of the performer is introduced and 
diluted; in a space defined and marked by the various elements being shown in it; in a 
space that leads to a second one, situated inside it; in an often very reduced space, 
insignificant, minimal; in a space where objects, utensils, artefacts, bodies move.  

About sound but on the other hand related to an action that is carried out to a precise 
rhythm, in a specific time. In a time that marks the space, opens and discovers it and also 
closes it. In a time that doesnʼt allow the time for anything to be narrated, subjected to 
discourse, strung together with the logic of narrative. In a time that is intended to be real 
and not imaginary or virtual. In a time that extends over time, is elongated, slack, which 
looks as if it would never end. 

Around sound but related, on the other hand, to an action that is performed to a precise 
rhythm, in a specific time; in a time that often doesnʼt appear to be linear but 
discontinuous; in a discontinuous time that sometimes opens the door to the unforeseen, 
the indeterminate, to events likely to happen all of a sudden; in a time that could very well 
evoke some previous event, but never reproduce it; in a linear, circular or simultaneously 
linear and circular time; in a time embedded in an action that runs on top of the time of a 
second and possibly of a third action, which are displayed simultaneously.  

Around sound but also related to an action that is performed to a precise rhythm, in a 
specific time. In a time that sometimes unfolds in two halves, displaying the same action 
on a normal and back-to-front way; in a time that unfolds in a time to see, a time to read 
and/or a time to listen. In a future time, previously announced as an interval in which an 
event will take place.  

About sound but also in relation to an action that is performed with the energy required for 
any artistic intervention, required for any artistic practice whatsoever, thus enabling the 
contagion and sensitization of others, those looking, observing, listening, perceiving. Filliou 
said that being a great artist is to communicate energy through art to others; an energy 
that can be transmitted by means of movement or through immobility; an energy that is 
sometimes manifested to the point of exhaustion by means of a performance. An energy 
that invades the performer and dissolves him into/between the space and time co-
ordinates previously mentioned.  

 



About sound but also in connection to an action that is carried out with the energy required 
for any given artistic intervention. An energy that appears contained in certain materials 
and objects; an energy that could be evoked by hinting at some past event; an energy that 
is manifested when we situate or place an object or material in an unusual way or in a 
context where it doesnʼt belong.  

About sound but relating it, on the other hand, to an action that is performed with energy; 
an energy with the capacity to alter the manners and ways that order uses to structure 
things; an energy that appears to be closer and, according to Mario Merz, borders on the 
practice of the irrational; an energy whose field of radiation is not linear but multiple; an 
energy that enables the broadening of consciousness, which would in turn be the 
instrument generating an enhancement of perceptive sensitivity.  
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